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Abstract 

 

A structure vibrates according to the sum of its vibration modes, defined by their modal 

parameters (natural frequencies, damping ratios and modal shapes). These parameters 

can be identified through Operational Modal Analysis (OMA). Thus, a research team of 

the Technical University of Madrid has identified the modal properties of a reinforced-

concrete-frame building in Madrid using the Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) 

method and a time domain technique for the OMA. To complete the dynamic study of 

this building, a finite element model (FE) of this 19-floor building has been developed 

throughout this thesis. This model has been updated from its dynamic behavior 

identified by the OMA. 

The objectives of this thesis are to; (i) identify the structure with several SSI methods 

and using different time blocks in such a way that uncertainties due to the modal 

parameter estimation are quantified, (ii) develop a FEM of this building and tune this 

model from its dynamic behavior, and (iii) Assess the quality of the model, the modal 

parameters used in this updating process have been; thickness of slabs, material 

densities, modulus of elasticity, column dimensions and foundation boundary conditions. 

It has been shown that the final updated model represents the structure with a very good 

accuracy. Thus, this model might be used within a structural health monitoring 

framework (SHM).  

The study of the influence of changing environmental factors (such as temperature or 

wind) on the model parameters might be considered as a future work. 

 

 

Keywords : finite element analysis, operational modal analysis, reinforced concrete, 

modal assurance criterion 
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Resumen 

 

Una estructura vibra con la suma de sus infinitos modos de vibración, definidos por sus 

parámetros modales (frecuencias naturales, formas modales y coeficientes de 

amortiguamiento). Estos parámetros se pueden identificar a través del Análisis Modal 

Operacional (OMA). Así, un equipo de investigación de la Universidad Politécnica de 

Madrid ha identificado las propiedades modales de un edificio de hormigón armado en 

Madrid con el método Identificación de los sub-espacios estocásticos (SSI). Para 

completar el estudio dinámico de este edificio, se ha desarrollado un modelo de 

elementos finitos (FE) de este edificio de 19 plantas. Este modelo se ha calibrado a 

partir de su comportamiento dinámico obtenido experimentalmente a través del OMA. 

Los objetivos de esta tesis son; (i) identificar la estructura con varios métodos de SSI y 

el uso de diferentes ventanas de tiempo de tal manera que se cuantifican incertidumbres 

de los parámetros modales debidos al proceso de estimación, (ii) desarrollar FEM de 

este edificio y calibrar este modelo a partir de su comportamiento dinámico, y (iii) 

valorar la bondad del modelo. Los parámetros modales utilizados en esta calibración 

han sido; espesor de las losas, densidades de los materiales, módulos de elasticidad, 

dimensiones de las columnas y las condiciones de contorno de la cimentación. 

Se ha visto que el modelo actualizado representa el comportamiento dinámico de la 

estructura con una buena precisión. Por lo tanto, este modelo puede utilizarse dentro de 

un sistema de monitorización estructural (SHM) y para la detección de daños. 

En el futuro, podrá estudiar la influencia de los agentes medioambientales, tales como la 

temperatura o el viento, en los parámetros modales. 

 

 

Palabras clave: análisis de elementos finitos, análisis modal operacional, hormigón 

armado, criterio de confianza modal 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Objectives 

 

 

1.1 Background and motivation 

1.1.1 Modal analysis 

Figure 1.1 shows the theoretical route for vibration analysis. This illustrates the three 

phases through which a typical vibration analysis progresses. Generally, we start with a 

description of the structure’s physical characteristics, usually in terms of its mass, 

stiffness and damping properties, and this is referred to the SPATIAL MODEL. 

Then it is customary to perform an analytical modal analysis of the spatial model in 

such a way that the structure’s behavior is represented as a set of vibration modes: the 

MODAL MODEL. This model is defined as a set of natural frequencies with their 

corresponding mode shapes and modal damping factors. This solution always describes 

the various ways in which the structure is capable of vibrating naturally. 

In the next stage, we can know about excitation conditions. Clearly, this will depend not 

only on the structure’s inherent properties but also on the nature and magnitude of the 

imposed excitation and so there will be innumerable solutions of this type. But, it is 

convenient to present an analysis of the structure’s response to a ‘standard’ excitation 

and to describe this as the RESPONSE MODEL. The standard excitation might be a 

unit-amplitude sinusoidal force applied to each point on the structure individually, and 

at every frequency within the specified range. For this reason, our response model will 

consist of a set of frequency response functions (FRFs) which must be defined over the 

applicable range of frequency [1]. 
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   ‘Spatial Model’            ‘Modal Model’               ‘Response Model’ 

 

      Mass, Damping          Natural Frequencies        Frequency Responses 

         Stiffness                     Mode Shapes                Impulse Responses 

 

Figure 1. 1: Theoretical Route to Vibration Analysis. 

 

 

                     

Experimental Modal Analysis 

Figure 1. 2: Experimental Route to Vibration Analysis. 

 
 

Throughout the following analysis we shall be focusing on these three stages and types 

of model – SPATIAL, MODAL and RESPONSE – and it is essential to understand their 

interdependence as it is upon this characteristic that the principles of modal testing are 

founded. As indicated in Figure 1.1, it is possible to proceed from the spatial model 

through the response analysis. It is also possible to undertake an analysis in the reverse 

direction. We can deduce modal properties and, in the limit, the spatial properties. This 

is the ‘experimental route’ to vibration analysis which is shown in Figure 1.2. 
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1.1.2 Structural health monitoring 

Structural monitoring is aimed at evaluating the structural performance and safety upon 

completion of the construction. Natural frequencies and mode shapes extracted from the 

dynamic response resulting from artificial or ambient excitation are commonly used as 

indicators of changes of the structural performance. It is necessary to analyze the 

structural behavior including possible damage scenarios by numerical Finite Element 

(FE) analysis. It is advisable to conduct pre-monitoring tests permitting to establish a 

reference model calibrated to real test data by computational model updating techniques. 

Properties of structures like stiffness, masses and boundary conditions determine their 

modal parameters such as natural frequencies and modal shape. Damage can cause a 

change in these properties and this can be used for non-destructive testing (NDT). The 

purpose of this test is to determine whether the changes in natural frequencies due to 

damage could be used to locate flaws. A numerical simulation of the effect of defects on 

the natural frequencies of beams can be performed by using the model completed in this 

study [2]. 

 

1.1.3 Needs for modal updating 

We need to have a model with similar behavior to the real building by using FE method. 

Numerical simulation on this model can be used within a health monitoring framework. 

As we will see in the next chapter, near the subway there are five identical buildings. If 

we complete the model of a building, it can be applied to health monitoring of other 

buildings. 

Modal updating goes through the theoretical route and the experimental route as 

described in the previous chapter. In chapter 4, the first results have been only measured 

with the uncertain parameters of model and we can bring certain parameters by using 

the optimization function in order to get the similar frequencies measured by the 

equipment of the Technical University of Madrid. 
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1.2 Objectives 

The building under study is composed of two floor of basement and seventeen floors 

over ground level. Figure 1.3 shows a picture of this building. The building has been 

identified using high-sensitivity accelerometers in both plan directions. The 

development of a FE model will contribute to the understanding of its dynamic behavior. 

Thus, the dynamic behavior of the FE model has to be calibrated from the obtained 

measurements. The model is calibrated using the modal frequencies obtained from the 

measurements against the numerical frequencies obtained from the FE model. In this 

work a 3-D FE model of the structure has been carried out using the commercial suite of 

software ANSYS [9]. An optimization function (OF) is also proposed to make the 

calibration of this FEM. 

 

The main objectives of this study are outlined below: 

1. To estimate the dynamic properties of a 19 floor reinforced concrete 

building. 

2. To carry out the OMA of the structure and study the uncertainties due to the 

estimation process. 

3. To develop a preliminary FE model using the commercial software ANSYS. 

4. To update the FE model, known as calibration of the model. 

5. To analyze the final model obtained by using the Modal Assurance Criterion 

(MAC). 
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Figure 1. 3: Structure under study 
 

1.3 Layout 

This work started early in February 2015 and was planned to be finished in the end of 

the June 2015. 

The thesis is divided to five main chapters plus references and appendixes. The 

following list clarifies the subjects covered in each chapter. 

The first chapter introduces the project along with modal analysis, structural health 

monitoring, needs for modal updating, objectives and this outline. 

The second chapter gives the description of the building under study. 

The third chapter introduces the Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) and quantifies 

uncertainties due to the estimation. 

The fourth chapter deals with the model updating of the building. Model updating 

consists of the optimization of various parameters and the MAC is finally used to assess 

the goodness of the model. 

The last chapter provides some conclusion. 
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Chapter 2 

Description of the Building 

 

2.1 Localization 

The structure studied in this project is located at Street Arturo Soria 330, Madrid, Spain, 

and is located close to the subway station Pinar de Chamartín. This station is the end of 

Line 1(Valdecarros - Pinar de Chamartín) and Line 4(Hospital del Henares – Pinar de 

Chamartín) (Figure 2.1). Ground borne vibrations due to the subway can excite the 

building and allow us to apply OMA successfully.  

As it is shown in Figure 2.2, the building under study belongs to a group of five similar 

buildings. 

 

 

-- Line 1, -- Line 4 and   location of the building under study 

Figure 2. 1: Localization of the building (Google maps). 
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Figure 2. 2: The same buildings around the building studied (○) (Google maps). 

 

 

2.2 Structural layout 

It is nineteen-story reinforced concrete building. The structure has two-stories of 

basement and seventeen-stories over ground level. 

The building has 4 households, one stair and 5 elevators in each floor. One stair is 

located in the stairwell of the center core, and it is from the basement to last story (17
th

). 

In the model, it is considered that the stair is a hole of the building because beside of the 

stair there are two large columns and it will not influence the building. Elevators are 

separately located in the center of the building. The space of elevators is not considered 

as the hole because there are rigid column beside of the elevators and the size is not big. 

Figure 2.3 shows the wall is composed with the windows. Thus, in the model, the 

outermost columns of the building are considered as the outside wall. In addition, as it is 

shown in Figure 2.4, it is composed of 37 columns in the building that run all the way to 

the top of the structure. The 31 columns are represented with beam elements ( ) and 

the 6 columns are discretized with shell elements ( )  
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Figure 2. 3: Lateral side of the building. 

 

 

  Beam elements 

  Shell elements 
 

Figure 2. 4: Plan of the building. 
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Chapter 3  

Operational modal analysis: uncertainty quantification 

 

 

3.1 Basis of Modal analysis 

3.1.1 Structural Dynamics of a Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) System 

In the simplest model of SDOF system, the dynamic properties are concentrated into a 

single physical element. 

The entire mass   of this system is included in the rigid block and the single 

displacement coordinate      completely defines its position. Also the weightless spring 

of stiffness   and damper   are provided. The external dynamic loading is the time-

varying force      (Figure 3. 1) [3]. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. 1: Idealized SDOF system: (a) basic components; (b) forces in equilibrium. 

 

Figure 3. 2 shows the equilibrium of these forces composed of       the inertial force, 

      the damping force and       the spring force and which is given by this equation, 

 

                           (3.1) 
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        (a) system                   (b) displacement             (c) velocity               (d) acceleration 

Figure 3. 2 : (a) System (b) stiffness component; (c) damping component; (d) mass component. 

 

 

In accordance with d’Alembert’s principle, the inertial force is the product of the mass 

and acceleration 

 

                 (3.2) 

 

The damping force is the product of the damping constant   and the velocity 

 

                  (3.3) 

 

The elastic force is the product of the spring stiffness and the displacement 

 

                 (3.4) 

 

When these three forces are introduced into the equation of the equilibrium of forces, 

the equation of the motion for this SDOF system is shown as  

 

                            (3.5) 

 

The free response of the structure is obtained by solving this equation; 

 

                          (3.6) 

 

This equation is usually re-written as follows; 

 

                  
           (3.7) 
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the displacement for an underdamped system (        

 

                                                    (3.8) 

 

is which    is the damped frequency defined as           . 

Natural frequency    and the damping ratio   are related to           as follows: 

 

  
  

 

 
          

 

  
     (3.9) 

 

 

3.1.2 Structural Dynamics of a Multiple Degree of Freedom (MODF) System 

3.1.2.1 Free vibration – Modal properties 

For undamped system MDOF with   degrees of freedom, the equations of motion in 

matrix notation can be written as [4] 

 

                       (3.10) 

 

where   and   are     matrices of mass and stiffness,      and      are     

vectors of displacement and forces dependent on time. 

Consider the solution of free undamped vibrations in order to modal properties 

 

             (3.11) 

                 (3.12) 

 

where   is     vector of time-independent amplitudes 

 

                 (3.13) 

 

Substituting (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) into (3.10), we have 

 

                  (3.14) 
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The nontrivial solution is obtained from this determinant 

 

                  (3.15) 

 

The solution of this equation with no excitation leads to the modal parameters of the 

system. However, an unique displacement vector called the mode shape exists for each 

distinct frequency and damping. The free vibration response is illustrated in Figure 3. 3. 

[5] 

 

 

Figure 3. 3: MODF impulse response / free decay. 
 

The equation of motion for the forced vibration case leads to frequency response of the 

system. (see Figure 3.4 as an example) 

 

 

Figure 3. 4: MODF frequency response. 
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The participation factor identifies the amount each mode contributes to the total 

response at a particular point. 

An example with 3 degrees of freedom showing the individual modal contributions is 

shown in Figure 3.5. 

 

 

Figure 3. 5: SDOF modal contributions. 

 

3.1.2.2 Orthogonal property of modal shapes 

The most important property of modal vector is the orthogonal property. The equation 

of motion for free vibration we can written as; 

 

                   (3.16) 

 

This equation for  -th mode shape we multiply by the transposed vector   
  and we get 

 

   
        

    
           (3.17) 

 

Then for the  -th mode shape we multiply by the transposed vector   
  and we get 

 

   
        

    
            (3.18) 

 

Since the stiffness matrix   and mass matrix   are symmetrical matrices, we can the 
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equation of  -th mode shape transpose and written in the form 

   
        

    
            (3.19) 

    
     

    
           (3.20) 

 

If it is satisfied      , that 

 

  
                    (3.21) 

 

From the equation (3.21) follows that mode shapes   and   are orthogonal with respect 

to the mass matrix  . 

Substituting the equation (3.21) to the equation (3.16) we get expression 

 

  
                    (3.22) 

 

From the equation (3.22) follows that mode shapes   and   are orthogonal with respect 

to the stiffness matrix  . 

In the special case when     or      , equation (3.21) and (3.22) are not valid. 

For this special case we can write the equation (3.19) in the form 

 

   
         

     
         (3.23) 

 

If    
       , then 

 

  
                            

           (3.24) 
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3.2 Basis of Operational Modal analysis 

3.2.1 Introduction 

This chapter aims to describe briefly Stochastic Subspace Identification method. This 

basic theory is performed by BART PEETERS and GUIDO DE ROECK from the 

department of Civil Engineering, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium [6]. 

Performing vibration tests is unpractical and unstable to use artificial excitation while 

the ambient excitation is available. With output-only measurements the system 

identification algorithms are treated. 

The most widely used method in the civil engineering to determine the frequencies of a 

structure is the simple peak-peaking method based on output-only measurement. The 

eigenfrequencies are simply determined as the peaks of the spectra converted by a 

discrete Fourier transform (DFT). 

Mode shapes can be determined by computing the transfer functions between all output 

and a reference sensor. The major advantage of this method is speed and that controlled 

excitation is not needed. 

But the disadvantages are the subjective selection of eigenfrequencies, the lack of 

accurate damping estimates and the determination of operational deflection shapes 

instead of mode shape. Therefore in this chapter the OMA is introduced. 

The OMA is based on measuring the output of a structure only and using the ambient 

and natural operating forces as unmeasured input. It is used instead of classical 

mobility-based modal analysis for accurate modal identification under actual operating 

condition, and in situations where it is difficult or impossible to artificially excite the 

structure.  
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3.2.2 Vibrations in structures 

The dynamic behavior of a discrete mechanical system consisting of n2 masses 

connected through springs and dampers is described by the following matrix differential 

equation: 

 

                                                       (3.25) 

 

where               are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices,             

is the excitation force, and             is the displacement vector at continuous time 

t. Observe that the force vector F(t) is factorized into a matrix              

describing the inputs in space and a vector           describing the m inputs in time. 

For systems with distributed parameters (e.g. civil engineering structures), this equation 

is obtained as the finite element approximation of the system with only n2 degrees of 

freedom (DOFs) left. Although equation (3.25) represents quite closely the true 

behavior of a vibrating structure, it is not directly used in the system identification 

methods described in this chapter. The reasons are the following. 

Firstly, this equation is in continuous time, whereas measurements are mostly sampled 

at discrete-time instants. Secondly, it is not possible to measure all DOFs (as implied by 

this equation). And finally, there is some noise modeling needed: there may be other 

unknown excitation sources next to F(t) and measurement noise is always present in 

real life. 

Moreover, it is typical for output-only cases that the detailed knowledge of the 

excitation is replaced by the assumption that the system is excited by white noise. For 

all these reasons, the equation of dynamic equilibrium (3.25) will be converted to a 

more suitable form: the discrete-time stochastic state-space model. The state-space 

model originates from control theory, but it also appears in mechanical/civil engineering 

to compute the modal parameters of a dynamic structure with a general viscous 

damping model (in case of proportional damping one does not need the state-space 

description to find the modal decomposition) 

 

      
    

    
       

    

           

       
 

     
   (3.26) 

 

Equation (3.25) can be transformed into the state equation 
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                       (3.27) 

 

where          is the state matrix (n=2n2),         is the input matrix and 

          is the state vector. The number of elements of the state-space vector is the 

number of independent variables needed to describe the state of a system. 

In practice, not all the DOFs are monitored. If it is assumed that the measurements are 

evaluated at only   sensor locations, and that these sensors can be accelerometers, 

velocity or displacement transducers, the observation equation is 

 

                              (3.28) 

 

where           are the outputs, and                are the output matrices for 

displacement, velocity and acceleration. With the following definitions, 

 

                                             (3.29) 

 

Equation (3.28) can be transformed into : 

 

                   (3.30) 

 

where        is the output matrix and        is the direct transmission matrix. 

Mostly this direct transmission matrix   is omitted for some reason. 

 

3.2.3 Stochastic Subspace Identification 

3.2.3.1  Problem description 

The output of a system can be measured at different locations and over a discrete time 

period; whereas the input remains unknown. In order to solve this problem, a vibrating 

structure excited by white noise can be modeled by following state space model: 

 

                   (3.31) 

               (3.32) 

   
  

  
    

   
     

  

   
           (3.33) 
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Where the vector  

            are the measurements of the   inputs and   output at discrete time 

instant                                         

            is the state vector of the process. The number of elements of the 

state space vector is the number of independent variables needed to describe the 

state of a system: If the state space model represents a structure with n2 degree 

of freedom (DOFs), than n=2n2.  

            is the process noise vector due to disturbances and modeling 

inaccuracies and models also the white noise input;  

            is the measurement noise due to sensor inaccuracy and, in case that 

accelerations are measured, models also the direct transmission of the white 

noise inputs. They are both unmeasurable vector signals assumed to be zero 

mean, white, Gaussian and with covariance matrices given by the second part 

of equation (2.25);  

Where   is the expected value operator;    is the Kronecker delta;     are two 

arbitrary time instants. 

Matrices  

           is the system matrix, describing the dynamics of the system.  

           is the output matrix that describe how the internal states are 

transferred to the outside world. 

 

3.2.3.2  Properties of stochastic system 

Some important properties of stochastic state space system are briefly resumed. The 

stochastic process is assumed to be stationary with zero mean        
    

            where the state covariance matrix   is independent of the time  . 

           are independent of the actual state        
               

     . The 

output covariance matrix of lag  ,    and the “next state-output” covariance matrix   

are defined as: 

 

             
           (3.34) 

              
        (3.35) 
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From these definitions following properties are easily deduced 

 

                  (3.36) 

                 (3.37) 

                   (3.38) 

                  (3.39) 

 

Equation (3.39) is an important property and means that the output covariance can be 

considered as impulse responses of the deterministic linear time invariant system 

          Therefore the classical realization theory applies which goes back to Ho and 

Kalman and was extended to stochastic system by Akaike. Also in mechanical 

engineering, this observation (3.39) is used to feed classical algorithms that normally 

work with impulse responses, with output covariance instead: polyreference LSCE, 

ERA, Ibrahim time domain. 

Although the computation of the covariance matrices    can be avoided in the data-

driven stochastic subspace algorithms, property (3.39) is important for the derivation of 

the algorithm. 

It is assumed that the state covariance matrix   is independent of time. This can put a 

severe constraint on the applicability of the identification method. For covariance-

driven subspace algorithms, it is shown by Benveniste and Fuchs that they also work in 

the non-stationary white noise case. 

 

3.2.3.3  Stochastic subspace identification 

The theory is divided by two concepts; Main principal of SSI and the reference based 

stochastic subspace identification. I will discuss about the reference based SSI. 

There are some differences between SSI and SSI/ref. The output block Hankel matrix 

                   contains all outputs in the “future” part (  blocks of   rows), but only 

the references in the “past” part (  blocks of   rows) 
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    (3.40) 

 

Another division is obtained by adding one block row to the past references and 

omitting the first block row of the future outputs. Because the references are only a 

subset of the outputs (     ),     rows are left over in this new division. These rows 

are denoted by     
                  : 

 

     

 

 
 

 
   

    

 
   

    

          

 
 

  

  
    

      
    

  
 

   
 
 
 
    

      
   

      
   (3.41) 

 

The projections are written as: 

 

  
   

      
   

       (3.42) 

    
   

   
    

    
     (3.43) 

 

The proof of this theory for SSI/ref is almost similar as SSI. The differences are the 

interpretation obtained by Kalman filter state sequence. 

 

 

 

 Kalman Filter States  

The Kalman filter is important in SSI-DATA. In this chapter the Kalman filter will be 

described. The purpose of the Kalman filter is to produce an optimal prediction for the 

state vector of process    in SSI. 

The non-steady-state Kalman filter state estimates     are obtained by the following 

equations: 
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                                  (3.44) 

                              
       (3.45) 

            
             

               
               

    (3.46) 

 

The Kalman filter gain matrix and the state covariance matrix by the stochastic 

subspace algorithm: 

 

                                     (3.47) 

 

3.2.3.4   Postprocessing 

3.2.3.4.1 Modal analysis 

In this chapter, it is treated with how the system identification described in previous 

chapter can be used in Modal Analysis of structure. 

The discrete state matrix A is obtained in the results of the identification system and the 

dynamic behavior of the system is characterized by its eigenvalues: 

 

                (3.48) 

 

                               is a diagonal matrix containing the 

discrete-time complex eigenvalues 

           contain the eigenvectors as columns 

 

As a result, they have the same eigenvectors and eigenvalues obtained by an eigenvalue 

decomposition of the continuous-time state matrix: 

 

            
  

     (3.49) 

 

                       is a diagonal matrix containing the continuous-time 

complex eigenvalues 

            contain the eigenvectors as columns 
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It is defined by the state-space model as: 

 

                  (3.50) 

         
       

  
     (3.51) 

   
    

                    
     (3.52) 

 

Consequently we can extract analytically the modal parameters                   , 

                        ,                                           from the 

identified system matrices. 

 

3.3 Operational modal analysis 

3.3.1 Using three SSI techniques 

Three different OMA techniques based on the SSI and programmed in MATLAB
®
 are 

used for the same test. The techniques used are: covariance-driven SSI (SSI-cov), data-

driven SSI (SSI-data) and expectation maximization SSI (SSI-EM). The same criteria to 

define a pole of the stabilization diagram as stable is used for the three identification 

techniques. The criteria to define a pole as stable has to fulfill three requirements 

against estimates of the previous state space order: (i) the frequency must match within 

1% (relative), (ii) the damping ratio must match within 5% (absolute), and (iii) the 

mode shapes must match within 95%, using the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) for 

comparing. Additionally, modes with identified damping ratios higher than 5% are also 

rejected. Then, the main differences when comparing between techniques come from 

the techniques by itself as well as the criterion to choose the final estimation from the 

stable poles [7]. 

The SSI-cov, programmed in MATLAB
®
, selects the average values of the modal 

parameters for each column (of stable aligned poles) with a minimum number of stable 

poles. The SSI-data has been applied using MACEC in which a statistical analysis of 

the stable poles is used to choose final results. The SSI-EM is a combination of SSI and 

EM algorithm. Using a SSI as initial estimates, the maximum likelihood estimation 

requires iterations when using the EM algorithm. Figure 3.6 shows the final selected 

poles for the three techniques and the averaged normalized power spectral density. 

Table 3.1 shows the estimated natural frequencies and damping ratios. Table 3.2 shows 
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a summary of the selected modes in both cases. The table 3.2 also shows the mean 

values, the maximum relative error of the natural frequencies and the maximum 

absolute error of the damping ratios. It is well known that the damping is estimated with 

greater variability than the natural frequencies, so it is better to absolute errors for 

damping estimates. The maximum errors obtained are 0.1994% and 15.53% for 

frequencies and damping ratios, respectively. 

 

3.3.2 Using the same SSI techniques 

Now, five consecutive windows of 20-minute data are considered to identify the modal 

parameters using only SSI-cov. These results are compared with those obtained using 

the full 100-minute record. Table 3.3 shows the estimates obtained from the six data 

blocks in both cases. Using the same criterion as in the previous case, modes with a 

MAC value greater than 95% are highlighted in bold. 

Table 3.4 presents a summary of the selected modes in both cases. The table shows the 

mean values for the 20-minute tests and the maximum errors compared with the results 

obtained with the full 100-minute test. In this case, the maximum errors obtained are 

0.6212% and 71.84% for frequencies and damping ratios respectively. 

 

 

Figure 3. 6: Selected poles: (--) SSI-cov, (O) SSI-data and (×) SSI-EM. 
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Table 3. 1 : Natural frequencies and damping ratios identified by the three SSI techniques. 

Mode 

SSI-cov SSI-data SSI-EM 

f (Hz) ζ (%) f (Hz) ζ (%) f (Hz) ζ (%) 

1 0.9994 0.7326 0.9989 0.7069 0.9979 0.6433 

2 1.0746 0.8135 1.0749 0.7958 1.0733 0.8595 

- 1.0896 0.7268 1.0897 0.6428 - - 

3 3.287 0.9976 3.2854 0.992 3.2864 1.027 

- 3.3756 0.8196 - - - - 

4 3.4615 1.112 3.4596 0.9567 3.4665 1.0433 

- 6.2151 0.5911 - - 6.2504 2.6126 

- 6.5347 0.1831 - - 6.564 2.3914 

- 6.9386 0.7511 - - - - 

 

 

 

Table 3. 2 Summary of identified modes and statistical comparison for the three techniques. 

Mode 

Frequency Damping 

Mean (Hz) Error (%) Mean (Hz) Error (%) 

1 0.9987 0.1503 0.6943 8.9300 

2 1.0743 0.1491 0.8229 6.3700 

3 3.2863 0.0487 1.0055 3.5000 

4 3.4625 0.1944 1.0377 15.5300 
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f (Hz) ζ (%) f (Hz) ζ (%) f (Hz) ζ (%) f (Hz) ζ (%) f (Hz) ζ (%) f (Hz) ζ (%) 

1 0.9994 0.7326 1 0.6247 0.9996 0.69 0.9994 0.6746 0.9984 0.8445 0.9994 0.9198 

2 1.0746 0.8135 1.0726 0.7715 1.0759 0.9151 1.0747 0.7131 1.0743 0.9067 1.0769 0.8136 

3 1.0896 0.7268 1.087 0.7732 1.0893 0.5069 1.0887 0.4225 1.0916 0.9169 1.0909 0.9559 

4 3.287 0.9976 3.2822 0.8734 3.2889 0.9017 3.2831 1.1929 3.2814 0.9301 3.2872 0.9392 

5 3.3756 0.8196 3.3709 0.6769 3.3671 0.6965 3.3775 0.7458 3.3763 0.7002 3.3877 0.6333 

6 3.4615 1.112 3.4583 0.9445 3.4612 0.8616 3.4683 1.1599 3.4547 1.1611 3.4704 0.8519 

– – – – – – – – – – – 3.5053 0.9421 

– – – – – – – – – – – 6.0656 0.9884 

7 6.2151 2.5044 6.2013 2.484 6.2071 1.786 6.2416 1.7955 6.1833 2.5205 6.2224 2.198 

– – – 6.31 0.8307 – – – – – – – – 

8 6.5347 1.783 6.513 1.7446 6.5483 1.4103 6.5371 1.9853 6.5145 1.8163 6.5664 1.7152 

– 6.9386 0.5911 – – – – 6.932 0.4097 – – – – 

– – – 7.826 2.0964 – – – – – – – – 
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Table 3. 4: Summary of identified mode frequencies and statistical comparison for the 

20-minute against 1-hour time blocks. 

Mode 

20 min. time windows 

Frequency Damping 

Mean (Hz) Error (%) Mean (Hz) Error (%) 

1 0.9994 0.1001 0.7507 18.7200 

2 1.0749 0.2140 0.8240 10.1600 

3 1.0895 0.2386 0.7151 30.4300 

4 3.2846 0.1704 0.9675 19.5300 

5 3.3759 0.3585 0.6905 18.6300 

6 3.4626 0.2571 0.9958 26.0100 

7 6.2111 0.5117 2.1568 71.8400 

8 6.5359 0.4851 1.7343 37.2700 
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Chapter 4  

Finite element model of the building 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Finite Element Method 

Many of engineering problem are governed by differential or integral equations. The FE 

method is one of these numerical techniques, well suited for implementation in 

computers. This technique can be applied to solve plenty of engineering problems. 

Properties and relations of the studied building assumed on the elements, and are 

expressed mathematically in terms of unknown values at specific points on the elements 

called nodes. These nodes and links connect the elements. In the solid models, the nodal 

displacements are related with the deformations and reinforcements in the elements. 

The nodal displacements must also be consistent with restrictions of movement of the 

structure [8]. 

 

4.1.2 Procedure of solution using the FEM 

The solution of any problem using the FE method contemplates the following steps: 

1. Specify geometry. This can be done by drawing the geometry directly on the 

package or importing the model. 

2. Define the type of element and material properties. 

3. Meshing. Divide the object into small elements. 

4. Carrying out the desired structural analysis. 

5. Postprocessing. The data obtained as a result can be displayed through graphs or 

drawings. 

6. Interpretation of results. This step is the most important of the analysis. It 

requires knowledge and skill of the engineer to understand and interpret the 

results obtained from the program. This step is critical to the successful 

implementation of the results in the solution, or to identify any errors made 

during the modeling stage. 
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The application of the FE method is divided into three steps; 
 Preprocessor. It allows to build the model and to add loads and the desired 

restrictions. 

 Solver. It can assemble and solve the algebraic system of equations that 

represent the physical system. 

 Postprocessor. It facilitates the manipulation of numerical results, either in the 

form of lists, tables or graphical form. 

 

4.1.3 ANSYS 

FE analysis tools of ANSYS used to analyze structural behavior provide, among others, 

the following ability; 

 Linear static analysis that simply provides stresses or deformations 

 Non-linear analysis. 

 Modal analysis that determines vibration characteristics. 

 Harmonic analysis. 

 Advanced transient nonlinear phenomena involving dynamic effects and 

complex behaviors. 

 Buckling analysis. 

 

4.2 Description of the Model 

The model is a three-dimensional, linear and isotropic FE model. Details of the structure 

are given in the previous chapter, “Description of the Building.” The x, z and y axes are 

in the N-E, S-E and vertical directions, respectively. The model, for the most part, is 

composed of the structural components of the building, namely, the shear walls, the 

floor slabs and the vertical columns, the dimensions of which can be found in Figure 4.5 

and Tables 4.1. The foundation is not included in the model, but its behavior is reflected 

by the boundary conditions. All the architectural components, including the machine 

room at the roof, are ignored. 

Three types of elements, which are described in this chapter, are used in this model: 

BEAM 188, SHELL 63 and COMBIN 14 elements. Figure 4.1 shows some views of the 

FE model. 
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(a) . 3D view 

 

 

(b) . View (XY direction) 

 

 

(c) . View (ZY direction) 
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(d) . View (ZX direction) 

Figure 4. 1: Model views 

 

4.2.1 Element Types 
The elements used in the model are BEAM 188, SHELL 63 and COMBIN 14 in 

ANSYS. 

BEAM 188 is a 2-nodes, linear, quadratic, or cubic two node beam element in 3-D. The 

element has six or seven degrees of freedom at each node. These include translations in 

the x, y and z directions and rotations about the x, y and z directions 

BEAM 188 elements are provided with section-relevant quantities automatically at a 

number of section points using SECTYPE and SECDATA. The cross-section is shown 

in Figure 4.2. Each section can be associated with an independent material type [11]. 

 

 

●  Section nodes 

○  Section corner nodes 

+  Section Integration points 

Figure 4. 2: Cross-Section (Rectangular Section) 

 

The required material properties are Young’ modulus (EX), Poison (PRXY or NUXY) 

and Density (DENS). The other constants are also available. For example, Surface loads 
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(Pressure), Body loads (Temperature) and Special Features (Large deflection, Large 

strain and Nonlinear stabilization) 

 

SHELL 63 is a 3-D space, 4-node and plate element. The element has six degrees of 

freedom at each node: translations in the nodal x, y and z directions and rotations about 

the nodal x, y and z axes. Stress stiffening and large deflection capabilities are included. 

 

Figure 4. 3: SHELL 63 Geometry 
 

The geometry, node locations and the coordinate system for this element are shown in 

Figure 4.3. The element is defined by four nodes, four thicknesses, elastic foundation 

stiffness, and the orthotropic material properties. 

 

COMBIN 14 has longitude or torsional capability in 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D applications 

(Figure 4.4). The longitudinal spring-damper option is a uniaxial tension-compression 

element with up to three degrees of freedom at each node: translations in the nodal x, y, 

and z directions. No bending or torsion is considered. The torsional spring-damper 

option is a purely rotational element with three degrees of freedom at each node: 

rotations about the nodal x, y, and z axes. No bending or axial loads are considered. 

 

2-D elements must lie in a z = constant plane 

Figure 4. 4: COMBIN 14 Geometry 
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4.2.2 Node parameters 
 

 

Figure 4. 5: Plan view of the structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

x 

z 
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The symmetrical building based on the x-axis is set up in nine sections of BEAM 188 

and two sections of SHELL 63 (Table 4.1). And the parameters of SHELL 63 indicate 

the thickness of the building slab. Moreover, four long columns (1B, 6B, 1I and 6I) in 

the corner and two columns (4D and 4F) beside of stairs are composed of SHELL 63 

because BEAM188 has only two nodes at the bottom and top (Figure 4.5). SHELL 63 is 

suitable to have lots of nodes because it has a large area and need more nodes. 

 

Table 4. 1: Element parameters. 

SECNUM Location Node Type 
Node parameters 

h(m) b(m) A (m2) 

1 3A, 4A, 3I, 4I BEAM 188 0.55 0.55 0.3025 

2 2A, 5A, 2I, 5I BEAM 188 0.55 0.55 0.3025 

3 3B, 4B, 3H, 4H BEAM 188 0.7 0.7 0.49 

4 2B, 5B, 2H, 5H BEAM 188 0.6 0.6 0.36 

5 3C, 4C, 3G, 4G BEAM 188 1.05 0.5 0.525 

6 2C, 5C, 2G, 5G BEAM 188 0.5 0.9 0.45 

7 1C, 6C, 1G, 6G BEAM 188 0.3 1.4 0.42 

8 2E, 5E BEAM 188 0.45 0.45 0.2025 

9 3E BEAM 188 0.35 1.5 0.525 

 
 

 
I(m) J(m) K(m) L(m) 

1 4D,4F, SHELL 63 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

2 1B,6B,1I,6I SHELL 63 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

 

 

4.2.3 Initial properties of BEAM 188 and SHELL 63 

Four sets of initial material properties are used in the model. The number of material 

sets is based on the types of concretes used in the building (Table 4.2). 

 

1) The modulus of elasticity of concrete is 2.7E+10 N/m
2
. 

2) The Poisson ś ratio for concrete ranges from 0.15 to 0.25 and a value of 0.15 is 

chosen for the model.  

3) The density of concrete varies from 2350kg/m
3
 to 2500kg/m

3
.  

4) The slab thickness of concrete ranges from 0.25m to 0.35m. 
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Table 4. 2: Element properties. 

Number Node Type 
Properties 

Elasticity(N/m
2
) Poison Density(kg/m

3
) Thickness(m) 

1 SHELL 63 2.7E+10 0.15 2425 0.25 

2 BEAM 188 2.7E+10 0.15 2425 
 

 

4.2.4 Boundary conditions – properties of COMBIN 14 

The boundary conditions for the modal analysis are: 

a) The nodes of beam elements at the foundation level are fixed, while at the nodes of 

shell elements at the bottom (1B, 6B, 1I, 6I) the damping spring was introduced in order 

to compensate the vibration from the subway or seismic tremor because the building is 

beside of a subway station. 

b) The north and west facade of the building at the foundation have also damping spring 

because of the vibration from the subway. 
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4.3 Modal analysis 

4.3.1  Definition of mass participation factor, ratio and effective mass 

Consider a discrete dynamic system governed by the following equation [20] 

 

                      (4.1) 

 

where 

  is the mass matrix 

  is the stiffness matrix 

      is the acceleration vector 

     is the displacement vector 

     is the forcing function or base excitation function 

 

A solution to the homogeneous part of equation (4.1) can be found in terms of 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The eigenvectors represent vibration modes. 

Let   be the eigenvector matrix. 

The system’s generalized mass matrix    is given by 

 

              (4.2) 

 

Let    be the influence vector which represents the displacement of the masses resulting 

from static application of a unit ground displacement. The influence vector induces a 

rigid body motion in all modes. 

Define a coefficient vector    as 

 

                (4.3) 

 

The modal participation factor matrix    for mode   is  

 

    
   

    
      (4.4) 
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The effective modal mass         for mode   is  

 

         
   

 

    
      (4.5) 

 

Note that        for each index if the eigenvectors have been normalized with respect 

to the mass matrix. 

 

4.3.1.1 Mass Participation Factor 

 It shows how strongly a given mode contributes to the structure when subjected 

to a specified direction of ground acceleration. 

 The numbers obtained in output are dependent on the normalization method 

used in computing the free-vibration in program. 

 If the participation factors for the mode are zero, the vibration components of 

the mode shape are orthogonal. 

 Negative participation factors are also observed. It means that the magnitudes 

of the participation factors diminish with increasing mode number and the 

remaining higher modes do not significantly affect the displacements of model. 

 Measures the amount of mass moving in each direction for each mode. 

 A high value in a direction indicates that the mode will be excited by forces in 

that direction. 

 The “ratio” is simply another list of participation factors, normalized to the 

largest. 

 

4.3.1.2 Ratio = participation of factor / largest participation of factor 

 

4.3.1.3 Effective mass 

 The sum of the effective masses in each direction should equal total mass of 

structure, but will depend on the number of modes extracted 

 The number of modes used in the analysis should be large enough in order to 

represent at least 90% of the total mass of the structure. 

 The ratio of effective mass to total mass can be useful for determining whether 

or not a sufficient number of modes have been extracted 
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4.3.2 Results 

4.3.2.1 Frequency, Participation factor and Ratio 

The mode-specific frequency can be distinguished through the participation factor 

(Table 4.3). As explained in the above, we can obtain the ratio if we divide the value of 

participation factor of each mode by the maximum value. Firstly, the first modal shape 

has a maximum value 3374.755 in the participation factors in x-axis and the second has 

a maximum value 3322.240 in the participation factors in z-axis. Consequently, first 

bending mode of x-axis has frequency of 0.649 Hz and first bending mode of z-axis has 

frequency of 0.651 Hz. 

Secondly, mode 3 has considerably lower values of participation factor. It means torsion 

and it is defined by the modal shape. 

In this way, we can establish that mode 4 and mode 5 correspond to a 2
nd

 bending, mode 

7 and mode 9 correspond to a 3
rd

 bending and mode 14 and mode 17 correspond to a 4
th

 

bending. It is possible to distinguish each mode through the modal shape from the 

graphic results.  (see Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 as an example) 

 

Table 4. 3: Mode 1 – 20 Frequency, Participation factor and Ratio 

Mode Freq Part.fact(x) Ratio Part.fact(z) Ratio Part.fact(y) Ratio  

1 0.649 3374.755 1.000 21.333 0.006 13.863 0.004 1
st
 bending(x) 

2 0.651 -21.607 -0.006 3322.240 1.000 -5.399 -0.001 1
st
 bending(z) 

3 0.700 9.037 0.003 -36.862 -0.011 0.099 0.000 Torsion 

4 2.200 -1355.584 -0.402 -1.268 0.000 -10.723 -0.003 2
nd

 bending(x) 

5 2.291 1.225 0.000 -1406.920 -0.423 -0.789 0.000 2
nd

 bending(z) 

6 2.354 -4.696 -0.001 -5.882 -0.002 -0.051 0.000 Torsion 

7 4.343 777.193 0.230 0.056 0.000 125.850 0.034 3
rd

 bending(x) 

8 4.612 1.502 0.000 -11.352 -0.003 -0.091 0.000 Torsion 

9 4.725 0.466 0.000 821.169 0.247 -35.095 -0.010 3
rd

 bending(z) 

10 5.424 -46.263 -0.014 23.424 0.007 3665.431 1.000 Torsion 

11 5.722 -6.821 -0.002 463.428 0.139 -95.312 -0.026 Torsion 

12 6.188 249.460 0.074 370.555 0.112 2.466 0.001 Torsion 

13 6.379 49.814 0.015 60.080 0.018 -15.539 -0.004 Torsion 

14 6.929 -472.248 -0.140 83.165 0.025 -0.357 0.000 4
th

 bending(x) 

15 7.348 -1.790 -0.001 0.816 0.000 -4.329 -0.001 Torsion 

16 7.478 -44.955 -0.013 216.644 0.065 2.063 0.001 Torsion 

17 7.671 -0.378 0.000 4.131 0.001 -556.955 -0.152 4
th

 bending(z) 

18 7.926 -12.218 -0.004 256.879 0.077 64.603 0.018 Torsion 

19 7.959 -5.911 -0.002 117.780 0.035 -119.939 -0.033 Torsion 

20 8.962 46.122 0.014 -271.351 -0.082 0.006 0.000 Torsion 
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Table 4.4 shows that we obtained the frequency of x and z axis of 1
st
 to 4

th
 bending. 

Accordingly it can be compared with the natural frequency measured by the Technical 

University of Madrid. 

 

Table 4. 4: Comparison of frequency 

 
Measured frequency Modelled frequency 

Bending x z x z 

1 1.08 1.00 0.65 0.65 

2 3.41 3.30 2.2 2.29 

3 6.53 6.35 4.34 4.73 

4 9.26 7.63 6.93 7.67 

5 9.77 
   

 

The initial frequency obtained by the modal analysis is approximately 65% lower than 

the natural frequency measured. In bending mode, the measured frequency of x-axis is 

higher than these of z-axis. While the modelled frequency has the opposite results. 

In the following optimization, the uncertain parameters of concrete such as density, 

thickness and modulus of elasticity are changed within a range in order to adjust the 

modelled frequencies to the measured frequencies. A final tuning is carried out by 

changing slightly the column dimensions. 
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4.3.2.2  Summary of Elements 

The calculation of masses and moments of inertia can be performed upon solution as the 

element matrices are formed. Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 show the summary of elements 

used in the model.  

 

Table 4. 5: Calculation assume element mass at element centroid 

Center of mass(m) 
Moment of Inertia 

about origin(m
4
) 

Moment of inertia about 

center of mass(m
4
) 

XC 0.045792 IXX 3.97E+10 IXX 1.17E+10 

YC 31.556 IYY 4.09E+09 IYY 4.09E+09 

ZC 2.6379E-06 IZZ 3.89E+10 IZZ 1.08E+10 

  
IXY -3.77E+07 IXY 2.99E+06 

  
IYZ -1951 IYZ 394.7 

  
IZX 532.4 IZX 535.8 

 

Total Mass = 2.8178E+07  kg 

 

Table 4. 6: Element matrix and mass summary by element type 

Type Name Number Mass (kg) 

1 SHELL 63 105601 1.22E+07 

2 BEAM 188 29504 1.59E+07 

3 COMBIN 14 16 
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4.3.2.3  Modal shapes 

The mode shapes corresponding from the first to the 4
th

 vibration mode are shown in 

Figure 4.6 

a. 1
st
 bending 

 

(a). Mode 1(0.649 Hz)   (b). Mode 2(0.651 Hz) 

 

(c). Mode 1 (XY direction)  (d). Mode 2 (ZY direction) 

 

b.  2
nd

  bending 

 

(e) Mode 4(2.2 Hz)   (f). Mode 5(2.291 Hz) 
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(g). Mode 4 (XY direction)  (h). Mode 5 (ZY direction) 

 

c. 3
rd

  bending  

 

(i). Mode 7(4.343 Hz)  (j). Mode 9(4.752 Hz)

 

(k). Mode 7 (XY direction)  (l). Mode 9 (ZY direction) 
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d. 4
th

  bending  

 

(m). Mode 14(6.929 Hz)  (n). Mode 17(7.671 Hz) 

 

 

(o). Mode 14 (XY direction)  (p). Mode 17(ZY direction) 

 

Figure 4. 6: Modal shape of 1
st
 to 4

th
 bending mode 
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e. Torsion 

 

(a). Mode 3(0.7 Hz)    (b). Mode 6(2.354 Hz) 

 

 

(c). Mode 8(4.612 Hz)    (d). Mode 10(5.424 Hz) 

 

 

(e). Mode 11(5.722 Hz)    (f). Mode 12(6.188 Hz) 
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(g). Mode 13(6.379 Hz)   (h). Mode 15(7.348 Hz) 

 

 

(i). Mode 16(7.478 Hz)    (j). Mode 18(7.926 Hz) 

 

 

(k). Mode 19(7.959 Hz)    (l). Mode 20(8.962 Hz) 

Figure 4. 7: Modal shape of Torsion 
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4.4 Model updating 

4.4.1 Mathematical approach: Optimization process 

An optimization problem consists of maximizing or minimizing a function by 

systematically choosing input values from within an allowed set and computing the 

value of the function.  

The optimization function consists of minimizing the difference between the measured 

frequency and the modelled frequency. The equation defined considering the 

participation factor is [19], 

 

               
     

 
           

     
 
  

   
                 

 
             

     
 

           
     

 
    (4.6) 

 

In this optimization, the proper frequency is obtained by minimizing the OF. As it is 

shown in Figure 4.7, the OF value is 3.1039 in the initial model. Then the objective is 

the reduced this value as much as possible. 

 

Table 4. 7: The OF value of the initial model 

 

Measured 

frequency 

modelled 

frequency participation factor ratio 

1
st
 bending (x) 1.08 0.649 3374.755 1.000 

1
st
 bending (z) 1 0.651 3322.240 1.000 

2
nd

 bending (x) 3.41 2.2 -1355.584 -0.402 

2
nd

 bending (z) 3.3 2.291 -1406.920 -0.423 

3
rd

 bending (x) 6.53 4.343 777.193 0.230 

3
rd

 bending (z) 6.35 4.725 821.169 0.247 

4
th

 bending (x) 9.26 6.929 -472.248 -0.140 

4
th

 bending (z) 7.63 7.671 4.131 0.001 

5
th

 bending (x) 9.77 
   
 

Optimization function (OF) = 3.1039 
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4.4.2 Optimization of slab thickness 

A concrete slab is common structural element of buildings. Horizontal slabs of steel 

reinforced, typically between 0.25 and 0.35 meters thick, are usually used for floors. As 

it is shown in Table 4.8 and Figure 4.8, the frequency increases as the slab thickness 

increases. Consequently the thickness 0.35m is optimal thickness and the OF value is 

now 1.2451 as indicated in Table 4.9. 

 

Table 4. 8: Frequencies as a function of slab thickness. 

Thickness 0.25 m 0.3 m 0.35 m 

mode 1 0.64 0.65 0.661 

mode 2 0.641 0.655 0.67 

mode 3 0.69 0.697 0.709 

mode 4 2.167 2.189 2.218 

mode 5 2.256 2.287 2.323 

OF 1.4096 1.3377 1.2451 

 Elasticity : 27GPa / Density : 2500 kg/m
3
 

 

 

Figure 4. 8 : Frequencies as a function of slab thickness. 

 

 

 

 

 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 

mode 1 

mode 2 

mode 3 

mode 4 

mode 5 

0.35 m 

0.30 m 

0.25 m 
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Table 4. 9: Results of modal analysis using the thickness 0.35m of slab floors. 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 
ratio 

part.fact 

(z) 
ratio 

part.fact 

(x) 
ratio 

Natural 

freq 
  

1 0.661 3771.355 1 0.299 12192.31 21.592 1 1.08 1st bending(x)  

2 0.67 2.482 0.000658 3645.501 1 -6.507 -0.30136 1 1st bending(z)  

3 0.709 -14.316 -0.0038 725.538 0.199023 -1.412 -0.06539 
 

Torsion  

4 2.218 -1520.87 -0.40327 -3.651 -0.001 -0.811 -0.03756 3.41 2
nd

 bending(x)  

5 2.323 5.757 0.001527 -1478.37 -0.40553 -0.446 -0.02066 3.3 2
nd

 bending(z)  

 

Optimization function (OF) = 1.2451 

 

 

4.4.3 Optimization of Density 

In this optimization, using the optimal slab thickness (0.35m), we now modify the 

material density. As it is shown in Table 4.10 and Figure 4.9, the frequency decreases 

and the OF value increases while increasing the density (2350kg/m
3
 to 2500kg/m

3
). In 

other words, the frequency increases as the mass decreases at the same volume. The 

results optimal of modal analysis are shown in Table 4.11. 

 

Table 4. 10 : Frequencies as a function of material density and the OF. 

Density 2350 kg/m
3
 2425 kg/m

3
 2500 kg/m

3
 

mode 1 0.681 0.671 0.661 

mode 2 0.691 0.681 0.67 

mode 3 0.731 0.719 0.709 

mode 4 2.287 2.252 2.218 

mode 5 2.396 2.358 2.323 

OF 1.0952 1.1702 1.2451 

 Elasticity : 27GPa / Thickness : 0.35m 
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Figure 4. 9: Frequencies as a function of density. 

 

 

Table 4. 11: Results of modal analysis using 2350kg/m
3
 as concrete density. 

mode Freq 
part.fact 

(x) 
ratio 

part.fact 

(z) 
ratio 

part.fact 

(y) 
ratio 

Natural 

freq 
 

 

1 0.681 3656.464 1 0.29 0.000082 20.934 1 1.08 1st bending(x)  

2 0.691 2.406 0.00066 3534.444 1 -6.309 -0.30137 1 1st bending(z)  

3 0.731 -13.88 -0.0038 703.435 0.1990 -1.369 -0.0654 
 

Torsion  

4 2.287 -1474.542 -0.40327 -3.54 -0.0010 -0.786 -0.03754 3.41 2nd bending(x)  

5 2.396 5.581 0.00152 -1433.33 -0.4055 -0.432 -0.02063 3.3 2nd bending(z)  

 

Optimization function (OF) = 1.095 

 

 

 

4.4.4 Optimization of Modulus of Elasticity 

This optimization is to increase the frequency using the modulus of elasticity based on 

the thickness 0.35m and density 2350kg/m
3
. 

Normally the concrete of modulus of elasticity is more than 27GPa. So the value from 

27GPa to 33GPa is specified. In result, as the modulus of elasticity increases, it can be 

observed that frequency is increased by 0.012 to 0.013 Hz and the values of 

participation factors is same regardless of the modulus of elasticity.  Show Table 4.12, 

Figure 4.10 and Table 4.13 

 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 

mode 1 
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mode 3 

mode 4 
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2500 
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Table 4. 12: Frequencies as a function of modulus of elasticity. 

mode 27 GPa 28 GPa 29 GPa 30 GPa 31 GPa 32 GPa 33 GPa  

1 0.681 0.694 0.706 0.718 0.73 0.742 0.753 1
st
 bending(x) 

2 0.691 0.704 0.717 0.729 0.741 0.753 0.764 1
st
 bending(z) 

3 0.731 0.744 0.757 0.77 0.783 0.796 0.808 Torsion 

4 2.287 2.329 2.371 2.411 2.451 2.49 2.529 2
nd

 bending(x) 

5 2.396 2.439 2.483 2.525 2.567 2.608 2.648 2
nd

 bending(z) 

OF 1.0952 1.009 0.9265 0.8510 0.7788 0.7112 0.6484  

 Thickness : 0.35 m / Density 2350 kg/m
3
 

 

 

Figure 4. 10: Frequencies as a function of modulus of elasticity. 

 

Table 4. 13: Results of modal analysis using the modulus of elasticity 33GPa of 

concrete. 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 
ratio 

part.fact 

(z) 
ratio 

part.fact 

(y) 
ratio 

natural 

freq 

 

1 0.753 3656.464  1.000  0.290  12187.738 20.934  1.000  1.080  1st bending(x) 

2 0.764 2.406  0.001  3534.444  1.000  -6.309  -0.301  1.000  1st bending(z) 

3 0.808 -13.880  -0.004  703.435  0.199  -1.369  -0.065  
 

Torsion 

4 2.529 -1474.542  -0.403  -3.540  -0.001  -0.786  -0.038  3.410  2
nd

 bending(x) 

5 2.648 5.581  0.002  -1433.335  -0.406  -0.432  -0.021  3.300  2
nd

 bending(z) 

 

Optimization function (OF) = 0.6484 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 

mode 1 

mode 2  

mode 3 

mode 4 

mode 5 

33GPa 

32GPa 

31GPa 

30GPa 

29GPa 

28GPa 

27GPa 
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4.4.5 Optimization of column dimensions 

The proper frequencies closest to the natural frequencies were obtained through changes 

in the properties of concrete. In this optimization, we can see the changes of frequencies 

by varying the dimension of the columns of the building. The analysis is executed 

sequentially from the outermost columns (SECNUM 1 and 2) to the innermost columns 

(SECNUM 8 and 9) because the facade is not considered as a structural element and 

therefore, it is ignored. 

 

4.4.5.1 Optimization of SECNUM 1 and 2 

The dimensions of the cross section of the actual columns are 0.55m (wide) × 0.5m 

(depth). (Table 4.1: Nodal parameters). Table 4.14 shows the change of the dimension of 

column that has increased depth from 0.5m to 0.6m and wide from 0.55m to 1m. 

 

Table 4. 14: Dimension of SECNUM 1 and 2. 

no. b (m) h (m) no. b (m) h (m) 

1 0.55 0.5 16 0.8 0.5 

2 0.55 0.55 17 0.8 0.55 

3 0.55 0.6 18 0.8 0.6 

4 0.6 0.5 19 0.85 0.5 

5 0.6 0.55 20 0.85 0.55 

6 0.6 0.6 21 0.85 0.6 

7 0.65 0.5 22 0.9 0.5 

8 0.65 0.55 23 0.9 0.55 

9 0.65 0.6 24 0.9 0.6 

10 0.7 0.5 25 0.95 0.5 

11 0.7 0.55 26 0.95 0.55 

12 0.7 0.6 27 0.95 0.6 

13 0.75 0.5 28 1 0.5 

14 0.75 0.55 29 1 0.55 

15 0.75 0.6 30 1 0.6 
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Table 4.15 shows the modal shape in accordance with the change in dimension 

SECNUM 1 and 2 can be divided into three type 

a. This case is defined when the frequency of z-axis is greater than these of x-axis 

in 1
st
 bending and also the frequency of z-axis is greater than these of x-axis in 

2
nd

 bending (Table 4.15. (1) - (12), (14) - (15), (18)). Results of this case are 

shown in Figure 4.11 

 

 

(a)Mode 1(0.818 Hz)   (b)Mode 2(0.827 Hz) 

 

 

(c)Mode 4(2.724 Hz)   (d)Mode 5(2.847 Hz) 

Figure 4. 11: Case a.(Table 4.14. (12)) 
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b. This case is defined when the frequency of x-axis is greater than these of z-axis 

in 1
st
 bending and also the frequency of z-axis is greater than these of x-axis in 

2
nd

 bending (Table 4.15. (16) – (17), (19) – (27), (29) – (30)). Results of this 

case are shown in Figure 4.12 

 

 

(a)Mode 1(0.828 Hz)   (b)Mode 2(0.831 Hz) 

 

 

(c)Mode 4(2.763 Hz)   (d)Mode 5(2.845 Hz) 

Figure 4. 12: Case b. (Table 4.14. (13)) 
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c. This case is defined when the frequency of x-axis is greater than these of z-axis 

in 1
st
 bending and also the frequency of x-axis is greater than these of z-axis in 

2
nd

 bending. This frequency and free-vibration has more accuracy to the real 

structure (Table 4.15. (28)). Results of this case are shown in Figure 4.13 

 

 

(a)Mode 1(0.887 Hz)   (b)Mode 2(0.915 Hz) 

 

 

(c)Mode 4(3.026 Hz)   (d)Mode 5(3.03 Hz) 

Figure 4. 13: Case c. (Table 4.14. (28)) 
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Table 4. 15: Results of column dimensions optimization 

(1)B = 0.55m / h = 0.5m    (2) B = 0.55m / h = 0.55m 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)   
mode freq 

part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)  

1 0.753 3656.464 0.29 20.934 1st bending(x) 
 

1 0.757 3714.247 -0.787 21.683 1st bending(x) 

2 0.764 2.406 3534.444 -6.309 1st bending(z) 
 

2 0.772 3.525 3588.299 -6.62 1st bending(z) 

3 0.808 -13.88 703.435 -1.369 Torsion 
 

3 0.816 -13.699 724.618 -1.457 Torsion 

4 2.529 -1474.54 -3.54 -0.786 2nd bending(x) 
 

4 2.539 -1498.96 -3.119 -0.714 2nd bending(x) 

5 2.648 5.581 -1433.34 -0.432 2nd bending(z) 
 

5 2.672 5.164 -1444.36 -0.486 2nd bending(z) 

 

 

(3)B = 0.55m / h = 0.6m     (4) B = 0.6m / h = 0.5m 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)   
mode freq 

part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)  

1 0.759 3771.1 -1.353 22.413 1st bending(x) 
 

1 0.774 3711.146 -2.275 22.006 1st bending(x) 

2 0.778 4.099 3641.483 -6.92 1st bending(z) 
 

2 0.782 3.819 3627.099 -6.966 1st bending(z) 

3 0.822 -13.474 744.353 -1.541 Torsion 
 

3 0.84 11.923 -467.285 1.002 Torsion 

4 2.547 -1523.01 -2.807 -0.665 2nd bending(x) 
 

4 2.588 -1497.16 -3.289 -0.417 2nd bending(x) 

5 2.693 4.859 -1454.52 -0.542 2nd bending(z) 
 

5 2.703 4.19 -1523.33 -0.658 2nd bending(z) 

 

 

(5)B = 0.6m / h = 0.55m    (6) B = 0.6m / h = 0.6m 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y) 
 

 
mode freq 

part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y) 
 

1 0.777 3773.208 -2.759 22.843 1st bending(x) 
 

1 0.779 3834.225 -2.959 23.656 1st bending(x) 

2 0.789 4.311 3686.929 -7.342 1st bending(z) 
 

2 0.795 4.503 3745.817 -7.702 1st bending(z) 

3 0.849 11.704 -482.48 1.072 Torsion 
 

3 0.856 -11.453 496.77 -1.14 Torsion 

4 2.599 -1523.62 -2.9 -0.361 2nd bending(x) 
 

4 2.607 -1549.64 -2.617 -0.33 2nd bending(x) 

5 2.728 3.823 -1547.4 -0.728 2nd bending(z) 
 

5 2.749 3.563 -1570.76 -0.803 2nd bending(z) 

 

 

(7)B = 0.65m / h = 0.5m     (8) B = 0.65m / h = 0.55m 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y) 
 

 
mode freq 

part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y) 
 

1 0.793 3764.636 -8.509 23.087 1st bending(x) 
 

1 0.797 3830.842 -6.346 24.003 1st bending(x) 

2 0.798 9.518 3695.342 -7.587 1st bending(z) 
 

2 0.806 7.309 3759.998 -8.038 1st bending(z) 

3 0.873 10.078 -323.893 0.763 Torsion 
 

3 0.882 9.808 -336.291 0.823 Torsion 

4 2.648 -1520.39 -3.165 -0.013 2nd bending(x) 
 

4 2.658 -1548.88 -2.788 0.024 2nd bending(x) 

5 2.753 3.614 -1561.38 -0.856 2nd bending(z) 
 

5 2.778 3.265 -1589.38 -0.933 2nd bending(z) 
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(9)B = 0.65m / h = 0.6m     (10) B = 0.7m / h = 0.5m 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)   
mode freq 

part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)  

1 0.799 3895.888 -5.533 24.894 1st bending(x) 
 

1 0.813 3816.537 -56.494 24.253 1st bending(x) 

2 0.812 6.469 3823.536 -8.461 1st bending(z) 
 

2 0.814 57.925 3753.671 -7.943 1st bending(z) 

3 0.89 9.517 -348.024 0.882 Torsion 
 

3 0.906 8.321 -229.671 0.593 Torsion 

4 2.666 -1576.85 -2.521 0.035 2nd bending(x) 
 

4 2.706 -1544.19 -3.156 0.429 2nd bending(x) 

5 2.8 3.024 -1616.65 -1.016 2nd bending(z) 
 

5 2.8 3.39 -1589.32 -1.048 2nd bending(z) 

 

 

(11)B = 0.7m / h = 0.55m     (12) B = 0.7m / h = 0.6m 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)   
mode freq 

part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)  

1 0.816 3887.156 -15.42 25.166 1st bending(x) 
 

1 0.818 3956.117 -10.472 26.122 1st bending(x) 

2 0.821 16.159 3823.111 -8.702 1st bending(z) 
 

2 0.827 11.118 3890.919 -9.208 1st bending(z) 

3 0.915 7.995 -240.612 0.647 Torsion 
 

3 0.923 7.659 -250.997 0.7 Torsion 

4 2.716 -1574.69 -2.77 0.447 2nd bending(x) 
 

4 2.724 -1604.57 -2.505 0.434 2nd bending(x) 

5 2.826 3.036 -1619.68 -1.13 2nd bending(z) 
 

5 2.847 2.8 -1649.25 -1.217 2nd bending(z) 

 

 

(13)B = 0.75m / h = 0.5m     (14) B = 0.75m / h = 0.55m 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)   
mode freq 

part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)  

1 0.828 -30.585 3808.253 -9.185 1st bending(z) 
 

1 0.834 3941.099 -94.218 26.48 1st bending(x) 

2 0.831 3868.039 30.38 25.109 1st bending(x) 
 

2 0.836 95.957 3880.451 -8.899 1st bending(z) 

3 0.939 6.619 -163.847 0.463 Torsion 
 

3 0.948 6.235 -173.964 0.513 Torsion 

4 2.763 -1568.52 -3.273 0.913 2nd bending(x) 
 

4 2.774 -1600.99 -2.851 0.91 2nd bending(x) 

5 2.845 3.39 -1614.44 -1.239 2nd bending(z) 
 

5 2.87 3.002 -1646.74 -1.324 2nd bending(z) 

 

 

(15)B = 0.75m / h = 0.6m     (16) B = 0.8m / h = 0.5m 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)   
mode freq 

part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)  

1 0.837 4014.913 -24.386 27.354 1st bending(x) 
 

1 0.842 -15.607 3860.14 -9.775 1st bending(z) 

2 0.842 25.025 3953.354 -9.901 1st bending(z) 
 

2 0.849 3918.201 15.521 26.179 1st bending(x) 

3 0.957 5.849 -183.567 0.562 Torsion 
 

3 0.971 4.95 -115.66 0.358 Torsion 

4 2.781 -1632.76 -2.573 0.874 2nd bending(x) 
 

4 2.82 -1593.3 -3.569 1.441 2nd bending(x) 

5 2.891 2.753 -1678.16 -1.415 2nd bending(z) 
 

5 2.886 3.613 -1638.51 -1.432 2nd bending(z) 
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(17)B = 0.8m / h = 0.55m    (18) B = 0.8m / h = 0.6m 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)   
mode freq 

part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)  

1 0.849 -39.359 3937.227 -10.552 1st bending(z) 
 

1 0.855 4054.817 -373.663 29.353 1st bending(x) 

2 0.852 3995.931 38.92 27.26 1st bending(x) 
 

2 0.855 379.325 3995.722 -8.171 1st bending(z) 

3 0.981 4.504 -125.28 0.405 Torsion 
 

3 0.989 4.062 -134.395 0.452 Torsion 

4 2.83 -1627.72 -3.062 1.418 2nd bending(x) 
 

4 2.837 -1661.35 -2.745 1.36 2nd bending(x) 

5 2.911 3.142 -1672.54 -1.519 2nd bending(z) 
 

5 2.932 2.856 -1705.62 -1.612 2nd bending(z) 

 

 

(19)B = 0.85m / h = 0.5m     (20) B = 0.85m / h = 0.55m 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)   
mode freq 

part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)  

1 0.854 -11.679 3910.356 -10.442 1st bending(z) 
 

1 0.861 -19.45 3991.492 -11.168 1st bending(z) 

2 0.867 3967.219 11.587 27.207 1st bending(x) 
 

2 0.87 4048.766 19.246 28.394 1st bending(x) 

3 1.002 3.295 -79.076 0.269 Torsion 
 

3 1.012 2.781 -88.38 0.314 Torsion 

4 2.874 -1618.49 -4.192 2.013 2nd bending(x) 
 

4 2.884 -1654.81 -3.482 1.972 2nd bending(x) 

5 2.925 4.182 -1662.03 -1.626 2nd bending(z) 
 

5 2.949 3.515 -1697.69 -1.714 2nd bending(z) 

 

 

(21)B = 0.85m / h = 0.6m     (22) B = 0.9m / h = 0.5m 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)   
mode freq 

part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)  

1 0.867 -38.892 4070.885 -11.951 1st bending(z) 
 

1 0.866 -9.857 3959.413 -11.126 1st bending(z) 

2 0.872 4128.596 38.413 29.499 1st bending(x) 
 

2 0.883 4015.205 9.764 28.211 1st bending(x) 

3 1.021 -2.278 97.167 -0.36 Torsion 
 

3 1.033 -1.64 50.478 -0.191 Torsion 

4 2.891 -1690.28 -3.073 1.895 2nd bending(x) 
 

4 2.928 -1644 -5.639 2.632 2nd bending(x) 

5 2.969 3.139 -1732.3 -1.808 2nd bending(z) 
 

5 2.962 5.575 -1685.18 -1.823 2nd bending(z) 

 

 

(23)B = 0.9m / h = 0.55m     (24) B = 0.9m / h = 0.6m 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)   
mode freq 

part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)  

1 0.873 -14.068 4044.389 -11.883 1st bending(z) 
 

1 0.878 -20.978 4127.587 -12.631 1st bending(z) 

2 0.886 4100.358 13.915 29.47 1st bending(x) 
 

2 0.888 4183.771 20.728 30.666 1st bending(x) 

3 1.043 -1.053 59.568 -0.236 Torsion 
 

3 1.052 -0.482 68.117 -0.28 Torsion 

4 2.937 -1682.21 -4.347 2.576 2nd bending(x) 
 

4 2.944 -1719.48 -3.7 2.483 2nd bending(x) 

5 2.984 4.34 -1722.35 -1.91 2nd bending(z) 
 

5 3.003 3.732 -1758.41 -2.004 2nd bending(z) 
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(25)B = 0.95m / h = 0.5m     (26) B = 0.95m / h = 0.55m 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)   
mode freq 

part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)  

1 0.877 -8.804 4007.562 -11.815 1st bending(z) 
 

1 0.883 -11.573 4096.285 -12.617 1st bending(z) 

2 0.899 4062.212 8.722 29.194 1st bending(x) 
 

2 0.902 4150.871 11.452 30.515 1st bending(x) 

3 1.062 0.023 27.575 -0.122 Torsion 
 

3 1.073 0.691 36.507 -0.166 Torsion 

4 2.98 -1669.76 -10.952 3.293 2nd bending(x) 
 

4 2.989 -1709.85 -6.594 3.231 2nd bending(x) 

5 2.995 10.765 -1707.96 -2.028 2nd bending(z) 
 

5 3.017 6.533 -1746.6 -2.109 2nd bending(z) 

 

(27)B = 0.95m / h = 0.6m     (28) B = 1m / h = 0.5m 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)   
mode freq 

part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)  

1 0.888 -15.376 4183.116 -13.397 1st bending(z) 
 

1 0.887 -8.122 4054.952 -12.505 1st bending(z) 

2 0.904 4237.686 15.201 31.774 1st bending(x) 
 

2 0.915 4108.291 8.063 30.157 1st bending(x) 

3 1.082 1.337 44.867 -0.21 Torsion 
 

3 1.091 1.704 8.846 -0.059 Torsion 

4 2.995 -1748.91 -5.089 3.127 2nd bending(x) 
 

4 3.026 -34.828 -1730.1 -2.116 2nd bending(z) 

5 3.035 5.087 -1784.02 -2.201 2nd bending(z) 
 

5 3.03 -1695.45 35.59 4.069 2nd bending(x) 

 

(29)B = 1m / h = 0.55m     (30) B = 1m / h = 0.6m 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)   
mode freq 

part.fact 

(x) 

part.fact 

(z) 

part.fact 

(y)  

1 0.893 -10.145 4147.345 -13.356 1st bending(z) 
 

1 0.898 -12.667 4237.725 -14.178 1st bending(z) 

2 0.917 4200.367 10.058 31.535 1st bending(x) 
 

2 0.918 4290.488 12.545 32.849 1st bending(x) 

3 1.102 2.459 17.648 -0.102 Torsion 
 

3 1.111 3.188 25.843 -0.145 Torsion 

4 3.039 -1737.58 -21.586 3.924 2nd bending(x) 
 

4 3.045 -1778.49 -9.973 3.829 2nd bending(x) 

5 3.047 21.257 -1770.32 -2.337 2nd bending(z) 
 

5 3.064 9.895 -1809.15 -2.404 2nd bending(z) 

 

In this optimization, when the columns of SECNUM 1 and 2 has 1m of width and 0.5m 

of depth, the proper model is obtained. (Table 4.16) 

 

Table 4. 16: Results of modal analysis.  

(Dimension of SECNUM 1 and 2 / b : 1m and h : 0.5m) 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 
ratio 

part.fact 

(z) 
ratio 

part.fact 

(y) 
ratio natural freq  

1 0.887 -8.122 -505.823  4054.952 1.000  -12.505 -2.412  1.000  1st bending(z) 

2 0.915 4108.291 1.000  8.063 0.002  30.157 1.000  1.080  1st bending(x) 

3 1.091 1.704 0.000  8.846 0.002  -0.059 -0.002  
 

Torsion 

4 3.026 -34.828 -0.008  -1730.1 -0.427  -2.116 -0.070  3.300  2nd bending(z) 

5 3.03 -1695.445 -0.413  35.59 0.009  4.069 0.135  3.410  2nd bending(x) 

  

Optimization function (OF) = 0.0445 
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4.4.5.2 Optimization of SECNUM 3 and 4 

Table 4.17 shows the range of variation of dimension changed in this optimization. The 

size of range (0.25m) of this optimization has dropped in half of these of previous 

optimization (0.45m). As a result the OF value is considerably reduced from 0.0445 to 

0.028. (Table 4.18)  

 

Table 4. 17: Dimension of column in SECNUM 3 and 4. 

 
SECNUM 3 SECNUM 4 

No. b (m) h (m) b (m) h (m) 

1 

0.7 

0.7 

0.6 

0.6 

2 0.75 0.65 

3 0.8 0.7 

4 

0.75 

0.7 

0.65 

0.6 

5 0.75 0.65 

6 0.8 0.7 

7 

0.8 

0.7 

0.7 

0.6 

8 0.75 0.65 

9 0.8 0.7 

10 

0.85 

0.7 

0.75 

0.6 

11 0.75 0.65 

12 0.8 0.7 

13 

0.9 

0.7 

0.8 

0.6 

14 0.75 0.65 

15 0.8 0.7 

16 

0.95 

0.7 

0.85 

0.6 

17 0.75 0.65 

18 0.8 0.7 

 

Table 4. 18: Results of modal analysis using the dimension of no.18. 

(SECNUM 3 (b : 0.95m / h : 0.8m), SECNUM 4 (b : 0.185m / h : 0.7m) 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 
ratio 

part.fact 

(z) 
ratio 

part.fact 

(y) 
ratio natural freq 

 

1 0.917 -6.336 -0.001 4260.307 1.000 -13.946 -0.433 1.000 1st bending(z) 

2 0.961 4310.263 1.000 6.268 0.001 32.211 1.000 1.080 1st bending(x) 

3 1.133 7.042 0.002 29.050 0.007 -0.117 -0.004 
 

Torsion 

4 3.130 -3.883 -0.001 -1822.584 -0.428 1.129 0.035 3.300 2nd bending(z) 

5 3.185 -1802.603 -0.418 4.015 0.001 5.050 0.157 3.410 2nd bending(x) 

 

Optimization function (OF) = 0.028 
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4.4.5.3 Optimization of SECNUM 5, 6 and 7 

Table 4.19 also shows the variation of dimensions in SECNUM 5, 6 and 7. The range 

(0.2m) of this optimization has dropped to half of these of previous optimization 

(0.45m). As a result the OF value is considerably reduced from 0.028 to 0.0138. (Table 

4.20)  

 

Table 4. 19: Dimension of column in SECNUM 5, 6 and 7. 

 
SECNUM 5 SECNUM 6 SECNUM 7 

No. b (m) h (m) b (m) h (m) b (m) h (m) 

1 

1.05 

0.5 

0.5 

0.9 

0.3 

1.4 

2 0.55 0.95 1.45 

3 0.6 1 1.5 

4 

1.1 

0.5 

0.55 

0.9 

0.35 

1.4 

5 0.55 0.95 1.45 

6 0.6 1 1.5 

7 

1.15 

0.5 

0.6 

0.9 

0.4 

1.4 

8 0.55 0.95 1.45 

9 0.6 1 1.5 

10 

1.2 

0.5 

0.65 

0.9 

0.45 

1.4 

11 0.55 0.95 1.45 

12 0.6 1 1.5 

13 

1.25 

0.5 

0.7 

0.9 

0.5 

1.4 

14 0.55 0.95 1.45 

15 0.6 1 1.5 

 

 

Table 4. 20: Results of modal analysis using the dimension of no.15. 

(SECNUM 5 (b : 1.25m / h : 0.6m), SECNUM 6 (b : 1.7m / h : 1.0m), SECNUM 7 (b : 0.5m / h : 1.5m) 

mode freq 
part.fact 

(x) 
ratio 

part.fact 

(z) 
ratio 

part.fact 

(y) 
ratio natural freq 

 

1 0.963 -8.243 -0.002 4303.095 1.000 -14.107 -0.451 1.000 1st bending(z) 

2 1.012 4351.043 1.000 8.246 0.002 31.282 1.000 1.080 1st bending(x) 

3 1.166 3.806 0.001 -33.32 -0.008 0.121 0.004 
 

Torsion 

4 3.257 -1.768 0.000 -1833.157 -0.426 -1.007 -0.032 3.300 2nd bending(z) 

5 3.331 -1813.578 -0.417 1.712 0.000 0.964 0.031 3.410 2nd bending(x) 

 

Optimization function (OF) = 0.0138 
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4.4.5.4 Optimization of SECNUM 8 and 9 

Table 4.21 shows the final variation of dimension in SECNUM 8 and 9. The range 

(0.1m) of this optimization has dropped to half of these of previous optimization (0.2m). 

As a result the OF value is considerably reduced from 0.0138 to 0.0124. (Table 4.22)  

 

Table 4. 21: Dimension of column in SECNUM 8 and 9. 

 
SECNUM 8 SECNUM 9 

No. b (m) h (m) b (m) h (m) 

1 

0.45 

0.45 

0.35 

1.5 

2 0.5 1.55 

3 0.55 1.6 

4 

0.5 

0.45 

0.4 

1.5 

5 0.5 1.55 

6 0.55 1.6 

7 

0.55 

0.45 

0.45 

1.5 

8 0.5 1.55 

9 0.55 1.6 

 

 

Table 4. 22: Results of modal analysis using the dimension of no.9. 

(SECNUM 8 (b : 0.55m / h : 0.55m), SECNUM 9 (b : 0.45m / h : 1.6m)) 

mode freq part.fact(x) ratio part.fact(z) ratio part.fact(y) ratio natural freq 

 1 0.97 -9.387 0.00 4308.406 1.00 -14.132 -0.466 1.000 1st bending(z) 

2 1.017 4354.889 1.00 9.451 0.00 30.335 1.000 1.080 1st bending(x) 

3 1.17 3.599 0.00 -101.134 -0.02 0.378 0.012 - Torsion 

4 3.275 -0.435 0.00 -1831.3 -0.43 -1.381 -0.046 3.300 2nd bending(z) 

5 3.348 -1817.77 -0.42 0.247 0.00 -2.322 -0.077 3.410 2nd bending(x) 

 

Optimization function (OF) = 0.0124 
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4.4.6 Optimization of boundary conditions 

In final optimization, we introduce the results of the variations in boundary conditions. 

The boundary conditions given by the foundation around the two floors underneath the 

ground level are introduced as a spring-damper element. The element COMBIN 14 is 

defined as spring at foundation. As it is defined in Chapter 4.2.4, four different constants 

are defined. No clear correlation between the spring constant and the frequency 

variation was found. Therefore, after this optimization, the constant of spring is not 

taking into account significantly. (Table 4.23) 

 

Table 4. 23: Results of Modal analysis using various constants of boundary conditions. 

Constants (N/m
2
) 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Nodes beside 

 of the building 

-2 25000 20000 10000 15000 10000 5000 

-1 25000 20000 10000 20000 17500 15000 

0 25000 20000 10000 25000 25000 25000 

Nodes at the bottom 25000 20000 10000 25000 25000 25000 

Frequency (Hz) 
      

1 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 

2 1.017 1.017 1.017 1.017 1.017 1.017 

3 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 

4 3.275 3.275 3.275 3.275 3.275 3.275 

5 3.348 3.348 3.348 3.348 3.348 3.348 
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4.4.7 Conclusions 

After optimization of boundary conditions, the final model is obtained as it is shown in 

Table 4.24. The closest frequency to the natural frequency is found through various 

optimizations. Table 4.25 shows the comparison between initial parameters and final 

parameters. 

Initial optimization function has a value of 3.103941, whereas the final optimization 

function has 0.009315 (Table 4.26). The frequency of x-axis is greater than these of z-

axis as it is aimed in the analysis of initial model. Consequently we clearly improved 

the model as compared with the first results. 

 

Table 4. 24: Results from the final model. 

mode freq part.fact(x) ratio part.fact(z) ratio part.fact(y) ratio 
 

1 0.970 -9.387 -0.002 4308.406 1.000 -14.132 -0.003 1
st
 bending(z) 

2 1.017 4354.889 1.000 9.451 0.002 30.335 0.007 1
st
 bending(x) 

3 1.170 3.599 0.001 -101.134 -0.023 0.378 0.000 Torsion 

4 3.275 -0.435 0.000 -1831.29512 -0.425 -1.381 0.000 2
nd

 bending(z) 

5 3.348 -1817.766 -0.417 0.247 0.000 -2.322 -0.001 2
nd

 bending(x) 

6 3.746 -12.080 -0.003 41.811 0.010 0.376 0.000 Torsion 

7 6.310 368.550 0.085 -91.051 -0.021 4248.154 1.000 Torsion 

8 6.457 -437.572 -0.100 -856.893 -0.199 529.898 0.125 3
rd

 bending(z) 

9 6.479 -723.000 -0.166 476.200 0.111 2047.681 0.482 3
rd

 bending(x) 

10 6.903 6.703 0.002 -15.509 -0.004 -7.886 -0.002 Torsion 

11 7.125 -10.239 -0.002 -273.007 -0.063 317.204 0.075 Torsion 

12 8.302 362.354 0.083 0.889 0.000 294.329 0.069 Torsion 

13 8.629 33.868 0.008 -6.754 -0.002 26.602 0.006 Torsion 

14 10.014 555.326 0.128 3.403 0.001 -74.818 -0.018 4
th

 bending(x) 

15 10.073 -3.185 -0.001 688.308 0.160 3.621 0.001 4
th

 bending(z) 

16 10.492 -5.830 -0.001 13.068 0.003 1.453 0.000 Torsion 

17 10.520 -61.704 -0.014 -7.612 -0.002 116.313 0.027 Torsion 

18 12.113 -14.295 -0.003 8.013 0.002 93.159 0.022 Torsion 

19 12.228 -2.677 -0.001 -67.642 -0.016 11.951 0.003 Torsion 

20 13.218 434.367 0.100 -0.129 0.000 -13.244 -0.003 5
th

 bending(x) 

` 
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Table 4. 25: Comparison of parameters (Initial model and Final model). 

Element Type Initial model Final model 

SHELL 63 Thickness (m) 0.25 0.35 

SHELL 63 Modulus of Elasticity (N/m
2
) 2.70E+10 3.30E+10 

SHELL 63 Poison 0.15 0.15 

SHELL 63 Density (kg/m
3
) 2425 2350 

 
SECNUM h(m) b(m) A(m

2
) h(m) b(m) A(m

2
) 

BEAM 188 1 0.55 0.55 0.3025 1.0 0.6 0.6 

BEAM 188 2 0.55 0.55 0.3025 1.0 0.6 0.6 

BEAM 188 3 0.7 0.7 0.49 0.95 0.8 0.76 

BEAM 188 4 0.6 0.6 0.36 0.85 0.7 0.595 

BEAM 188 5 1.05 0.5 0.525 1.25 0.6 0.75 

BEAM 188 6 0.5 0.9 0.45 1.7 1 1.7 

BEAM 188 7 0.3 1.4 0.42 0.5 1.5 0.75 

BEAM 188 8 0.45 0.45 0.2025 0.55 0.55 0.3025 

BEAM 188 9 0.35 1.5 0.525 0.45 1.6 0.72 

 

 

Table 4. 26: Comparison of frequencies. 

 
Natural frequency Initial mode frequency Final mode frequency 

bending x z x z x z 

1 1.08 1 0.649 0.651 1.107 0.97 

2 3.41 3.3 2.2 2.291 3.348 3.275 

3 6.53 6.35 4.343 4.725 6.479 6.457 

4 9.26 7.63 6.929 7.671 10.014 10.073 

5 9.77 
   

13.218 
 

OF 3.103941 0.009315 
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a. 1
st
 bending 

 

(a) Mode 1(0.97 Hz)     (b) Mode 1(ZY direction) 

 

(c) Mode 2(1.017 Hz)    (d) Mode 2(XY direction) 

 

b. 2
nd

 bending 

 

(e) Mode 4(3.275 Hz)    (f) Mode 4(ZY direction) 
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(g) Mode 5(3.348 Hz)    (h) Mode 5(XY direction) 

 

c. 3
rd

 bending 

 

(i) Mode 8(6.457 Hz)    (j) Mode 8(ZY direction) 

 

 

(k) Mode 9(6.479 Hz)    (l) Mode 9(XY direction) 
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d. 4
th

 bending 

 

(m) Mode 14(10.014 Hz)   (n) Mode 14(XY direction) 

 

 

(o) Mode 15(10.073 Hz)   (p) Mode 15(ZY direction) 

 

e. 5
th

 bending 

(q) Mode 20(13.218 Hz)   (r) Mode 20(XY direction) 

Figure 4. 14: Modal shape of 1
st
 to 5

th
 bending. 
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4.5 Modal Assurance Criterion 

4.5.1 Introduction 

Already we studied the frequencies similar to the natural frequencies. Moreover we 

ensure that the model by modal form is similar to the real through the modal assurance 

criterion (MAC). 

 

The criteria are the following: 

 

                     (4.7) 

                (4.8) 

     
            (4.9) 

                       (4.10) 

 

Where   and   mean frequency and damping ratio. MAC shows the degree of 

correlation between two vectors, such as mode shapes, and it is computed as, 

 

            
   

     
 

   
        

     
    (4.11) 

 

Where the superscript   means transpose operator.                 and      are 

tolerance limits to decide if pole   calculated is stable,   subscript referring to the 

previous stable mode.  

Parameter     could be defined in a relative way, like   , but it is well known that the 

damping is estimated with greater variability than the natural frequencies, so it prefers 

to use     in absolute terms. This means that if two modes identified from different 

starting point have similar natural frequencies and similar mode shapes, but with 

damping ratios differing in, for instance, 0.02, it assumes that they correspond to the 

same mode. 
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4.5.2 Comparison of 1
st
 bending mode 

The values measured by a finite element analysis and operational modal analysis are 

compared. Table 4.27 shows coordination of the nodes where the accelerometers were 

situated. The displacements at the nodes where the accelerometers were situated is 

obtained and the modal forms are normalized to the maximum modal displacement due 

to the fact that real displacements cannot be obtained through accelerations if the modal 

mass is not introduced in the modal. MAC is calculated using the values of FEM and 

OMA. 

If the value of the MAC is close to 100%, it means a perfect fit between the measured 

and numerical modal shapes. 

 

 

Table 4. 27: Matching the nodes where the accelerometers were situated. 

Nodes x z y 

1 0.0 0.0 -8.0 

2 0.0 0.0 -4.50 

3 0.0 0.0 0.0 

4 0.0 0.0 4.32 

5 0.0 0.0 16.5 

6 0.0 4.35 13.5 

7 0.0 0.0 28.7 

8 0.0 0.0 25.7 

9 0.0 -6.20 25.7 

10 0.0 -6.20 34.8 

11 0.0 4.35 34.8 

12 0.0 0.0 34.8 

13 0.0 0.0 31.8 

14 0.0 0.0 44.0 

15 0.0 -6.20 47.0 

16 0.0 4.35 47.0 

17 0.0 4.35 50.1 

18 0.0 -6.20 50.1 
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4.5.2.1 Comparison in x-axis of 1
st
 bending mode 

In the x-axis, 18 nodes were used to measure the displacement from the second floor of 

underground to the 16
th

 floor over ground. Table 4.28 shows the comparison between 

FEM and OMA. Accordingly the values of MAC in x-axis of 1
st
 bending are 96.76%. It 

means both of values are almost same and Figure 4.15 shows shapes of vibration in 

FEM and OMA obtained by Matlab. 

 

MAC = 96.76% (0.9676) 

 

Table 4. 28: Comparison between FEM and OMA in x-axis of 1
st
 bending. 

Nodes FEM OMA 

1 -0.002 0.022 

2 -0.001 0.068 

3 0.009 0.124 

4 0.087 0.173 

5 0.355 0.368 

6 0.285 0.360 

7 0.631 0.597 

8 0.565 0.606 

9 0.631 0.464 

10 0.755 0.580 

11 0.756 0.813 

12 0.756 0.756 

13 0.695 0.698 

14 0.914 0.825 

15 0.914 0.971 

16 0.915 0.632 

17 1.000 0.675 

18 0.999 1.000 
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▬ FEM  and  ▬ OMA 

Figure 4. 15: Comparison between FEM and OMA in x-axis of 1
th

 bending. 
 

 

 

4.5.2.2 Comparison in z-axis of 1
st
 bending mode 

In the z-axis, 10 nodes were used to measure the displacement from the second floor of 

underground to the 16
th

 floor over ground. Table 4.28 shows the comparison between 

FEM and OMA. Accordingly the values of MAC in z-axis of 1
st
 bending are 98.87%. It 

means both of values are almost same and Figure 4.16 shows shapes of vibration in 

FEM and OMA. 

 

MAC =98.87% ( 0.9887) 
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Table 4. 29: Comparison between FEM and OMA in z-axis of 1
st
 bending. 

Nodes FEM OMA 

1 -0.0001 0.0314 

2 -0.0005 0.0527 

3 0.0043 0.0253 

4 0.0793 0.1101 

5 0.3628 0.3722 

6 0.6744 0.5670 

7 0.4158 0.5407 

8 0.8169 0.7901 

9 0.7474 0.7207 

10 1.0000 1.0000 

 

▬ FEM  and  ▬ OMA 

Figure 4. 16: Comparison between FEM and OMA in z-axis of 1
st
 bending. 
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Figure 4.17 shows the vibration of structures in 1
st 

bending measured by OMA 

considering x, y and z direction. It means this vibration is combination of the previous 

chapters (x-axis and z-axis of 1
th

 bending).  

 

 

Figure 4. 17: 1
st
 bending variation mode considering x, y and z directions 

(experimental). (1.008 Hz) 
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Chapter 5  

Conclusions 

 

According to the objectives stated in Chapter 1, the work carried out during the 

development of this Master ś thesis and after the analysis of the obtained results, the 

following conclusions can be drawn: 

 The FE model has been updated using the dynamic test carried out 

previously. 

 The initial model could be obtained through the preliminary engineering 

process because it had the parameters uncertainties. Consequently the first 

frequencies obtained are 65% less than the natural frequencies. 

 With the frequencies obtained a proposed an optimization function is used 

so that the modal frequencies can be similar to the measured frequencies. 

This step is carried out by changing the properties according to engineering 

experience in the program: i.e. thickness of slab, density, modulus of 

elasticity, dimension of the columns and boundary conditions. 

 The thickness of slab, density, modulus of elasticity and dimension of the 

columns are related significantly to the frequencies, while the boundary 

conditions at the foundation are not related to frequencies. 

 In the chapter 4.4.7, the final parameters of structure are obtained. 

 The mode shapes of structure have been shown in ANSYS. 

 The results of the proposed optimization function improve from 3.103941 to 

0.009315. It means the vibration of the structure in the finite element model 

has almost the same behavior as the real vibration. 

 It has been possible to ensure the vibration of structure applying the modal 

assurance criterion (MAC). This is required to eliminate the doubt about the 

models after the optimization function.  

 The resulting MAC values are 96.76% in x direction and 98.87% in z 

direction.  

 The error of the model is minimized from the both methods. 
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Appendix 
ANSYS code used in final model 

 

Edficio.mac (Main code) 

FINISH 

/CLEAR 

/com 

/PREP7 

/VIEW,1,1,1,1 

/ANG,1 

/REP,FAST 

ANTYPE,MODAL !Modal Analysis! 

!!PROPERTIES OF SHELL63!! 

pe_shell   !properties of thickness, modulus of elasticity and poison (File of .mac) 

pd_shell   !properties of density (File of .mac) 

kp_all   !All of the keypoints in the model (File of .mac) 

!PROPERTIES OF BEAM188 

pl_2beam  !properties of SECNUM 2(File of .mac) 

pl_34beam  !properties of SECNUM 3 and 4 (File of .mac) 

pl_678beam  !properties of SECNUM 6,7 and 8 (File of .mac) 

pl_910beam  !properties of SECNUM 9 and 10 (File of .mac) 

colu   !properties of the columns (File of .mac) 

bc   !properties of the boundary condition (File of .mac) 

FINISH 

/SOLU 

MODOPT,LANB,5 

MXPAND,5 

Solve 

!!process to get the values of frequency and participation factors!! 

*get,freq1,mode,1,freq 

*get,freq2,mode,2,freq 

*get,freq3,mode,3,freq 

*get,freq4,mode,4,freq 
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*get,freq5,mode,5,freq 

*get,pfx1,mode,1,pfact,,direc,x 

*get,pfx2,mode,2,pfact,,direc,x 

*get,pfx3,mode,3,pfact,,direc,x 

*get,pfx4,mode,4,pfact,,direc,x 

*get,pfx5,mode,5,pfact,,direc,x 

*get,pfy1,mode,1,pfact,,direc,y 

*get,pfy2,mode,2,pfact,,direc,y 

*get,pfy3,mode,3,pfact,,direc,y 

*get,pfy4,mode,4,pfact,,direc,y 

*get,pfy5,mode,5,pfact,,direc,y 

*get,pfz1,mode,1,pfact,,direc,z 

*get,pfz2,mode,2,pfact,,direc,z 

*get,pfz3,mode,3,pfact,,direc,z 

*get,pfz4,mode,4,pfact,,direc,z 

*get,pfz5,mode,5,pfact,,direc,z 

*dim,label,char,5,1 

*dim,value,,5,4 

label(1,1)='1','2','3','4','5' 

*vfill,value(1,1),data,freq1,freq2,freq3,freq4,freq5 

*vfill,value(1,2),data,pfx1,pfx2,pfx3,pfx4,pfx5 

*vfill,value(1,3),data,pfz1,pfz2,pfz3,pfz4,pfz5 

*vfill,value(1,4),data,pfy1,pfy2,pfy3,pfy4,pfy5 

/com 

/out,results.vrt 

/com,%n%          freq  part.fact(x) part.fact(z) part.fact(y) 

*vwrite,label(1,1),value(1,1),value(1,2),value(1,3),value(1,4) 

(1x,a8,' ',f10.3,' ',f10.3,' ',f10.3,' ',f10.3) 

/com 

/out 

finish 

*list,resultsvrt 
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Kp_all.mac 

!!Keypoints of First floor!! 

K,1 

K,2,7.28, , 

K,3,7.28,,3.05 

K,4,11.31,,3.05 

K,5,11.31,,4.485 

K,6,12.71,,4.485 

K,7,12.71,,9.685 

K,8,13.27,,9.685 

K,9,13.27,,13.785 

K,10,11.95,,13.785 

K,11,11.95,,14.835 

K,12,7.43,,14.835 

K,13,7.43,,14.365 

K,14, ,,14.365 

K,15,-7.43,,14.365 

K,16,-7.43,,14.835 

K,17,-11.95,,14.835 

K,18,-11.95,,13.785 

K,19,-13.27,,13.785 

K,20,-13.27,,9.685 

K,21,-12.71,,9.685 

K,22,-12.71,,4.485 

K,23,-11.31,,4.485 

K,24,-11.31,,3.05 

K,25,-7.28,,3.05 

K,26,-7.28,, 

K,27,-7.28,,-3.05 

K,28,-11.31,,-3.05 

K,29,-11.31,,-4.485 

K,30,-12.71,,-4.485 

K,31,-12.71,,-9.685 

K,32,-13.27,,-9.685 

K,33,-13.27,,-13.785 

K,34,-11.95,,-13.785 

K,35,-11.95,,-14.835 

K,36,-7.43,,-14.835 

K,37,-7.43,,-14.365 

K,38, ,,-14.365 

K,39,7.43,,-14.365 

K,40,7.43,,-14.835 

K,41,11.95,,-14.835 

K,42,11.95,,-13.785 

K,43,13.27,,-13.785 

K,44,13.27,,-9.685 

K,45,12.71,,-9.685 

K,46,12.71,,-4.485 

K,47,11.31,,-4.485 

K,48,11.31,,-3.05 

K,49,7.28,,-3.05 

!!Lining the keypoints!! 

!LINES 

*DO,I,2,48 

L,I,I+1 

*ENDDO 

L,49,2 

AL,ALL 

!! keypoints of the columns to define the 

section!! 

K,50,2.363,,14.025 

K,51,6.454,,14.025 

K,54,11.07,,13.865 

K,55,2.25,,4.348 

K,56,6.5,,4.473 

K,57,11.07,,4.44 

K,58,-2.363,,14.025 

K,59,-6.454,,14.025 

K,62,-11.07,,13.865 
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K,63,-2.25,,4.348 

K,64,-6.5,,4.473 

K,65,-11.07,,4.44 

K,66,-3.0,,0 

K,67,-6.605,,0 

K,68,-2.25,,-4.348 

K,69,-6.5,,-4.473 

K,70,-11.07,,-4.44 

K,73,-11.07,,-13.865 

K,74,-6.454,,-14.025 

K,75,-2.363,,-14.025 

K,78,3.48,,-1.145 

K,76,2.25,,-4.348 

K,77,6.5,,-4.473 

K,78,11.07,,-4.44 

K,81,11.07,,-13.865 

K,82,2.363,,-14.025 

K,83,6.454,,-14.025 

K,84,6.605,,0 

K,85,1.03,,1.145 

K,86,2.255,,1.145 

K,87,3.48,,1.145 

K,88,4.705,,1.145 

K,89,5.93,,1.145 

K,90,1.03,,-1.145 

K,91,2.255,,-1.145 

K,92,3.48,,-1.145 

K,93,4.705,,-1.145 

K,94,5.93,,-1.145 

K,95,11.07,,9.765 

K,96,-11.07,,9.765 

K,97,-11.07,,-9.765 

K,98,11.07,,-9.765 

! 

A,62,59,58,50,51,54,95,57,56,55,63,64,65,96 

A,64,63,66,68,69,67 

A,70,97,73,74,75,82,83,81,98,78,77,76,68,69 

!!Build more floors!! 

ASBA,1,2 

ASBA,5,4 

ASBA,1,3 

A,85,86,87,88,89,84,94,93,92,91,90 

ASBA,2,1 

K,52,2.355,,10.065 

K,53,6.45,,10.09 

K,60,-2.355,,10.065 

K,61,-6.45,,10.09 

K,71,-2.355,,-10.065 

K,72,-6.45,,-10.09 

K,79,2.355,,-10.065 

K,80,6.45,,-10.09 

L,51,53 

L,53,52 

L,52,60 

L,52,55 

L,50,52 

L,53,56 

L,60,61 

L,61,59 

L,61,64 

L,60,63 

L,58,60 

L,72,71 

L,71,79 

L,72,74 

L,69,72 

L,68,71 

L,71,75 
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L,79,80 

L,79,82 

L,77,80 

L,80,83 

L,76,79 

L,68,69 

L,66,67 

L,64,63 

L,91,86 

L,92,87 

L,93,88 

L,53,95 

L,61,96 

L,97,72 

L,80,98 

AL,69,70,103,120 

AL,120,68,80,104 

AL,71,103,101,106 

AL,72,106,102,108 

AL,73,108,107,110 

AL,74,110,121,75 

AL,101,104,112,105 

AL,102,105,79,111 

AL,107,111,78,109 

AL,121,109,77,76 

AL,112,66,113,64 

AL,113,67,114,63 

AL,60,61,119,98 

AL,114,98,96,99 

AL,58,99,92,93 

AL,57,93,91,95 

AL,56,95,118,55 

AL,119,62,49,97 

AL,96,97,50,100 

AL,92,100,51,94 

AL,91,94,52,90 

AL,118,90,53,54 

AL,88,89,59,115 

AL,87,115,65,116 

AL,86,116,81,117 

AL,85,117,82,83,84 

AGEN,2,1,23,,,3.5,,200 

AGEN,2,27,,,,3.5,,200 

AGEN,2,28,51,,,4.5,,200 

AGEN,2,52,75,,,4.32,,200 

AGEN,16,76,99,,,3.05,,200 

AGEN,2,1,27,,,61.12,,3800 

*DO,I,0,18 

A,85+200*I,86+200*I,87+200*I,88+200*I,89+

200*I,289+200*I,288+200*I,287+200*I,286+2

00*I,285+200*I 

A,90+200*I,91+200*I,92+200*I,93+200*I,94+

200*I,294+200*I,293+200*I,292+200*I,291+2

00*I,290+200*I 

A,54+200*I,95+200*I,295+200*I,254+200*I 

A,62+200*I,96+200*I,296+200*I,262+200*I 

A,97+200*I,73+200*I,273+200*I,297+200*I 

A,98+200*I,81+200*I,281+200*I,298+200*I 

*ENDDO 

!!Meshing all of the line and area!! 

LESIZE,ALL,0.4 

TYPE,1 

REAL,1 

AMESH,ALL 

! 

Pe_shell.mac 

ET,1,SHELL63 

R,1,0.35,0.35,0.35,0.35,,, 

MP,EX,1,3.3E10 

MP,PRXY,1,0.15 
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Pd_shell1.mac 

MP,DENS,1,2350 

! 

Pl_2beam.mac 

ET,2,BEAM188 

SECTYPE,2,BEAM,RECT 

SECDATA,1.0,0.6,2,2                             

 

Pl_34beam.mac 

SECTYPE,3,BEAM,RECT 

SECDATA,0.95,0.8,2,2                           

SECTYPE,4,BEAM,RECT 

SECDATA,0.85,0.7,2,2                              

SECTYPE,5,BEAM,RECT 

SECDATA,0.3,4.1,2,2                           

SECTYPE,6,BEAM,RECT 

SECDATA,1.05,0.5,2,2 

SECTYPE,7,BEAM,RECT 

SECDATA,0.5,0.9,2,2 

SECTYPE,8,BEAM,RECT 

SECDATA,0.3,1.4,2,2                         

SECTYPE,9,BEAM,RECT 

SECDATA,0.45,0.45,2,2                          

SECTYPE,10,BEAM,RECT 

SECDATA,0.35,1.5,2,2    

! 

Pl_678beam.mac 

SECTYPE,5,BEAM,RECT 

SECDATA,0.3,4.1,2,2                           

SECTYPE,6,BEAM,RECT 

SECDATA,1.25,0.6,2,2 

SECTYPE,7,BEAM,RECT 

SECDATA,0.7,1.0,2,2 

SECTYPE,8,BEAM,RECT 

SECDATA,0.5,1.5,2,2            

 

Pl_910beam.mac 

SECTYPE,9,BEAM,RECT 

SECDATA,0.55,0.55,2,2                          

SECTYPE,10,BEAM,RECT 

SECDATA,0.45,1.6,2,2    

 

Colu.mac 

type,2 

SECNUM,2 

*do,i,0,18 

l,50+200*i,50+200*(i+1) 

l,51+200*i,51+200*(i+1) 

l,58+200*i,58+200*(i+1) 

l,59+200*i,59+200*(i+1) 

l,74+200*i,74+200*(i+1) 

l,75+200*i,75+200*(i+1) 

l,82+200*i,82+200*(i+1) 

l,83+200*i,83+200*(i+1) 

*enddo 

LESIZE,ALL,0.4 

LMESH,ALL 

type,2 

SECNUM,3 

*do,i,0,18 

l,52+200*i,52+200*(i+1) 

l,60+200*i,60+200*(i+1) 

l,79+200*i,79+200*(i+1) 

l,71+200*i,71+200*(i+1) 

*enddo 

LESIZE,ALL,0.4 

LMESH,ALL 

type,2 
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SECNUM,4 

*do,i,0,18 

l,53+200*i,53+200*(i+1) 

l,61+200*i,61+200*(i+1) 

l,72+200*i,72+200*(i+1) 

l,80+200*i,80+200*(i+1) 

*enddo 

LESIZE,ALL,0.4 

LMESH,ALL 

type,2 

SECNUM,6 

! 

*do,i,0,18 

l,55+200*i,55+200*(i+1) 

l,63+200*i,63+200*(i+1) 

l,68+200*i,68+200*(i+1) 

l,76+200*i,76+200*(i+1) 

*enddo 

LESIZE,ALL,0.4 

LMESH,ALL 

type,2 

SECNUM,7 

*do,i,0,18 

l,56+200*i,56+200*(i+1) 

l,77+200*i,77+200*(i+1) 

l,69+200*i,69+200*(i+1) 

l,64+200*i,64+200*(i+1) 

*enddo 

LESIZE,ALL,0.4 

LMESH,ALL 

type,2 

SECNUM,8 

*do,i,0,18 

l,57+200*i,57+200*(i+1) 

l,65+200*i,65+200*(i+1) 

l,70+200*i,70+200*(i+1) 

l,78+200*i,78+200*(i+1) 

*enddo 

LESIZE,ALL,0.4 

LMESH,ALL 

type,2 

SECNUM,9 

! 

*do,i,0,18 

l,67+200*i,67+200*(i+1) 

l,84+200*i,84+200*(i+1) 

*enddo 

LESIZE,ALL,0.4 

LMESH,ALL 

type,2 

SECNUM,10 

*do,i,0,18 

l,66+200*i,66+200*(i+1) 

*enddo 

LESIZE,ALL,0.4 

LMESH,ALL 

 

Bc.mac 

*DO,I,2,11 

DK,I,ALL 

*ENDDO 

*DO,I,32,49 

DK,I,ALL 

*ENDDO 

*DO,I,202,211 

DK,I,ALL 

*ENDDO 

*DO,I,232,249 
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DK,I,ALL 

*ENDDO 

*DO,I,402,411 

DK,I,ALL 

*ENDDO 

*DO,I,432,449 

DK,I,ALL 

*ENDDO 

! 

*DO,I,24,28 

DK,I,ALL 

*ENDDO 

! 

*DO,I,224,228 

DK,I,ALL 

*ENDDO 

! 

*DO,I,424,428 

DK,I,ALL 

*ENDDO 

! 

*DO,I,17,20 

DK,I,ALL 

*ENDDO 

! 

*DO,I,217,220 

DK,I,ALL 

*ENDDO 

! 

*DO,I,417,420 

DK,I,ALL 

*ENDDO 

! 

*do,i,50,53 

dk,i,all 

*enddo 

*do,i,55,61 

dk,i,all 

*enddo 

*do,i,63,72 

dk,i,all 

*enddo 

*do,i,74,80 

dk,i,all 

*enddo 

*do,i,82,84 

dk,i,all 

*enddo 

! 

!SPRING-DAMPER OF BASEMENT 

ET,3,COMBIN14 

R,12,25000 

R,13,25000 

R,14,25000 

! 

N,128929,7.43, ,15.835 

N,128930,-7.43, ,15.835 

N,128931,-13.71, ,4.485 

N,128932,-13.71, ,-4.485 

! 

N,128933,7.43,3.5,15.835 

N,128934,-7.43,3.5,15.835 

N,128935,-13.71,3.5,4.485 

N,128936,-13.71,3.5,-4.485 

! 

N,128937,7.43,8.0,15.835 

N,128938,-7.43,8.0,15.835 

N,128939,-13.71,8.0,4.485 
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N,128940,-13.71,8.0,-4.485 

! 

N,128941,11.07,-1.0,9.765 

N,128942,-11.07,-1.0,9.765 

N,128943,-11.07,-1.0,-9.765 

N,128944,11.07,-1.0,-9.765 

! 

TYPE,3 

REAL,12 

E,node(7.43,,14.835),NODE(7.43, ,15.835) 

E,node(-7.43,,14.835),NODE(-7.43, ,15.835) 

E,node(-12.71,,4.485),NODE(-13.71, ,4.485) 

E,node(-12.71,,-4.485),NODE(-13.71, ,-4.485) 

E,NODE(11.07,-1.0,9.765),NODE(11.07,,9.765) 

E,NODE(-11.07,-1.0,9.765),NODE(-

11.07,,9.765) 

E,NODE(-11.07,-1.0,-9.765),NODE(-11.07,,-

9.765) 

E,NODE(11.07,-1.0,-9.765),NODE(11.07,,-

9.765) 

! 

TYPE,3 

REAL,13 

E,node(7.43,3.5,14.835),NODE(7.43,3.5,15.835) 

E,node(-7.43,3.5,14.835),NODE(-

7.43,3.5,15.835) 

E,node(-12.71,3.5,4.485),NODE(-

13.71,3.5,4.485) 

E,node(-12.71,3.5,-4.485),NODE(-13.71,3.5,-

4.485) 

! 

TYPE,3 

REAL,14 

E,node(7.43,8,14.835),NODE(7.43,8,15.835) 

E,node(-7.43,8,14.835),NODE(-7.43,8,15.835) 

E,node(-12.71,8,4.485),NODE(-13.71,8,4.485) 

E,node(-12.71,8,-4.485),NODE(-13.71,8,-4.48

5) 


